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The Origin of Property in Land:
I~te

Paul Vi.nogradciff and the

XIXth Century English Histcrianse

AI•PROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE- 1'HESIS CO"HNITTEE i

One. of the problems which has intrigued English historians for
over a hundred years is that of the position of the common m.<m in
early England..

Was he a freem.-'.:m" working L·.md held communally

village 11 or· was he a serf labor.i.ng upon
thi.s

qw:~sti.on

thE::~

b)~

lan.d of an overlord?

the
. Since

of freedom is inextricably int(?L.':vOV\'.::;,1 wlt.h law:lh.oldi.ng

concepts the problem may al.so be stated s.nothet' way:
property in land exist from. the earlit;st

ti1:·ies~

Did pt"iv.-:1te

m: is that inst:ltution

the result of centuries of appropriation by individuals of land
OJ:iginally be.longing to the con:.rrrn.Ini ty as a whole?

2

In the late 19th ceri_tury a grou.p of English historians devoted
themselves to the study of this probl&.;;m.

varied

considerably~

The conclusions they reached

The purpose of this essay is to examine some of

those conclusions and the suppositions upon which they restt and to
attempt to find methodological and ideological differences which may
account for

thcr.~

varied results.

The study will focus upon Paul

Vinogradoff (1854-1925). legal historian and jurisprudential scholari
whose best knm·m \.."orks are concerned with this subject.

Toward the end of the 18th century there developed :in Germany a
theory of the beginnings of society, known as the Mark theory, wh:!.ch
described those beginnings as an idyllic period when. mankind lived
together in free communtti.es.

English histor:tans found this thesis

much to their liking: . it fitted well wi.th English ideals of freedom

and democracy,, and it supported popular belief in a strong Germanic,
rather than Roman, influence in the development of English institutions.
Beginning .with John M* Kemble' s Saxons in England in 1849, Eng-·

lish historians almost to a man accepted the theory without critical
examination of the authorities upon which it res·ted.

ever, an amateur historian., Frederic

Seebohrn~

In 1883i how-

:in The.. E,nE;lish

Villa~

Commun.i.t:!ll' challenged the Mat:k theory and asserted that the English
common man was originally a serf laboring on an estate which strongly

resembled the Roman villa .. ·Paul Vinogradoff 11 a talented Russian. worki.ng in England on early agrarian history, so11ght new proof to sustain

the cause of the common free man.,

In

ViU.aiE_~.£.•::..J·n En~

(1892) he

attempted to prove that the early villein wa.s free both legally and
economically

f

H~

was supported by Frederic Maitland in !!,9,E!_esday Book

3
and Bel_9;1.£ (1897), who foun.d ~rn the Domesday survey proof of vestigal
freedom, whtch he held could only mean that the once free villei.n had
lost much of his liberty du.ring the late Anglo-Saxon period, and that

his subjection was completed by the Norman conquerors..

William

Ashley, in several works, supp<)rted Seebohm' s position• but did not

always agre_!e with

him~

All four historians were products of conservat:tve background.3 ..
There were 11 however, differences in the more :i.ntimate

d<~ta.ils

of their

social surroundings, differences of family,, education, religion .., and
in the case of Vinogradoff fl cf national origino

Vinogradoff and

Maitland came from economically secure families, who provided for
them the best education available; they wer:;;;:. religious agnosticsi

affluent, and the education they obtained came primarily from. their
own efforts; both were devout members of evangelical faiths; Ashley
was an economic historian and Seebohm's best works were in the field
of early agrarian hi.story.
Each of these men rea.d the sparse evidence available on the

subject frorn a

particula~

point of view.

Vinogr.adoff and Maitland

concluded that the early English peasant was free and that his fall
f roro freed.om to serfdom during the late

Anglo-Saxon and early Norman

periods was due to a large extent to a misinterpretatibn of his legal
status..

Seebohm and Ashley held he had been a !'Jerf from the ti.me of

the Teutonic settlements,. and that his legal rights were never as

important as his economic positione

/
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CHAPTElt I

INTRODUCTION
One of the problems which has intrigued English historians for
over a hundred years is that of the position of the common man in

early England.

Has he a. free man, working land held communally by

the village, or was he a serf laboring upon

th(~

land of an overlord?

Since this question of freedom is inextricably interwoven with l,and·-

hoJ.ding concepts the problem may also be stated another way:

Did

private property in land exist from the earliest times, or is that
institution the result of centuries of appropriation by individuals

of land originally belonging to the community as a whole?

In the late 19th century a group of English historians devoted
themselves to the study of this question.
rea.chcd varied. considerably;

The conclusions they

The purpose of thi.s essay is to examine

some of those conclusions and the suppositions upon which they rest,
and to attempt to find methodological and ideological differences
which may account for the varied results.,

The study

w~ll

focus upon

Paul Vinogracloff, legal historian and jurisprudential scholar, whose
best known works are concerned with this subject..
Two principal difficulties confront the historian who seeks a
solution to the puzzle of English beginnings.
deal with the many

tion.

aspects--social~

econom~c,

Thf~

first is how to

and legal--of the ques-

Most historians have concentrated on one aspect at the expense

2
of others.,

Tirns we find le.gal historians tend to of fer chiefly legal

interpretations of the issues involved, and economic historians pri-

marily economic ones.

Yet it is not enough to propose. an answer

drawn from an investigation of only one of these aspects, for any

final conclusion must depend upon full consideration of them alL
In the second pl11ce, there is a lack of any solid evidence to support
either hypothesis·--beginnings in freedom or beginnings in serfdom.,..~

and this has led to much speculation bar:><::d on hindsight, and some-

times to completely opposiug interpretations of contemporary writings
and documcn ts, as well as of the non-docum.e.n tary evidence
Let us look briefly at the materi.als available..

G

The historian

can beein either t4ith the documents of the. Norman period, starting

with Domesday Book in 1086, and proceed backwards fron1 the knm-m to

the unknown,. or he can begin with the writings of Caesar

(D~~e1lo

Gallico, 50-58 B.C.,) and Tacitus (Germania, 98 A.D.) which describe

institnt.ions of the early Germanic pe.oples who settled England.

tween these two sources in ti.me are Bede's

.~cclesiasti.cal

Be ...

History

(731), the literature, heroic poetry, laws, and charters of the Anglo-

Saxon periodo

Other kinds of evidence consist of language, pla.ce

nam(rn,. archaeologic.::i.l remains, and land culti\ration patterns..

Most

of this evidence is indirect and provides no clear answer to our question, for the salient features of the land story are not written
plainly upon e:i. th er the topography of the. land or the face of

th(~

documents. 1
1n. R~ Denmant Origins of Ownership (London:
4!~-.--...·-------·~··..~--·-

& Unwi.n,. 19 5 8) , p

6

George Allen

3

The problem has been debated chiefly in terms of the influence
of Germanic as opposed to Roman culture in early medieval Europe and
Englando

2

What manners and customs did the Teutonic invaders bring

with thc.m to the. is lands of Britain?
did they live'!

In what kind of sc t tlemen ts

D:i.d they take over the Roman manors t be.coming sub-

stitute lords over the subservient Celts, or did they create purely
Germ.anic settlements wiping out the remaining Roman culture a.long
wi.th most of the Celtic population?
cultivation patterns?

What is the meaning of the land

Was the prevalent f:i.eld system of Celti.c ori-

gin, or was it brought to Britain by the Teutons?

We.re the land

strips j_n<licative of communal or manorial life? or

P"~rhaps

of small

holdings of individual property?
'J'he non-documentary evidence is inconclusive..

Language and

place na.mes can only prove that the Germanic peoples ultimately be-

came the dominant race, not that they immediately becmne landlords,

nor that they substantially destroyed the Celtic pcoples .. 3

Archae-

ologic.al remains poi.n t both to "prior Saxonizationu of Roman Bri t.ain,
and to the cont:i.nuation of Romano-Briton culture after the departure

of the Roman legions. 4
2

E. Lipson, The Econom.i.c His.E..2!X of England (3 vols; 12th ed .. ;

New York:

Barnes & Noble,

1959)~

Vol. I, pp. 1-31; H. R. Loyn,

Ang]~,§axo~J~.12.H.!-_and _~~..!:J~orm~_fonqueg_ (Lon.don:

Longmans,

Green & Co., 1962), pp. 1-63.
3"The English have never been good linguists, and no Englishman
will be at pains to learn Welsh if he can help it .. 11 H .. P. R .. Finberg
(ed.),. :n1~~~?.:.~2..-Histo!:l,...£.LJ..'.:ngland aE.i._~~}}es, /\.. D .. ·43.-1042
(Cambridge: l1niversi ty Press, 1972), p. 389.,
4

1b~1., pp9 250ff.

Land cultivation pat.terns have been the subject of much debate
and rivers of ink hav~
i'n attc::.mp.ts
t·o
ex•J.L":t.'
tl·1 en
r ..
.;.; flo'.-J·r.)d
". ..
.
.. l . a n
-

Two def:i.-

nite patterns are still clearly visible in many parts of Britain.

One

is composed of small square or rectangular fields, and the other con-

sists of large open fields divided into long narrow str:i.ps 9 arranged
often at odd angles giving the overall appearance of a great patch-irnrk quilt..

'111e assumption for many years ·was that the smaller fields

were the prevalent type~ of cultivation prior to the Teutonic invasions

and that the large open strip fields appeared with the settlement of
the Germanic peoples in England.

The type of plough used by the

different races was said to account for the distinct kinds of cultivation.5

More recently this assumption has been reject~d by histor-

ians who claim the two field types cannot be classified as pre-Saxon
and Saxon,. but that they probably existed simultaneously and

W(:HX~

due.

simply to the differences in the layout of the ground under cultiva·tion.

6

Attempts

~o

explain the striking patterns made by the longs

narrow strips of the great open fields have resulted in an even more
fundamental disagreement:

one group holds the strips were the. result

of· a conscious effort to maintain social and political, as ·well as

5 Marc Bloch, French Rural History, trans., J .. Sondheimer
(Berkeley: University of -Cc-iliforniaP;;ess, 1966), pp. 50ff; F .. B~ A.
Collingwood and J. N. L .. Myres, Romc-.tn Britain and the. English Settle~~~ (Oxford:
Clar(:!ndon Press ,-i968),. pp. 210ff.
·-~-...- - - - - - - 6Finberg, pp. 259ff; G. O. Sayles, The Medieval Foundations of

En~:.!'..!..<! (London: Me.uthen & Co.,, 19S6), p:-TlS; C., S. and C. S. Orwin,
The Open Fields (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), pp. lOff.

5

economic~

equality;

7

cite other contends they were only the consequence

of practical cooperative husbandry.a

other litc~rature of the pcr:Lod are all beset with obscurities$

These

sources were for the. most part neglecte.d by 19th century hlstorians
writing on problems of property and

frc~edom~ 9

This failure has been

sharply criticized by later writers who claim that literary

sources~

especially Bede's _!!istc:r..Y. and the heroic poems i.n B~owulf, reveal a
different and more trustvwrthy picture of early English socie,ty than.
do Tacitus r Germ.ania, place names, and Saxon lm. rs--tradi
.
tional source

materials of the tnstitutional histori.an. 10
Land laws and charters are abundant from the 7th century onward,

of a particular document may relate to a local custom, a regional
precedent, or an innovation; the document in que.stion may be a contract, a. conveyance, or a will--in form it is apt to be imprecise.
7F. M. Sten ton, ~.g~~~-Saxon Engl_~nd, Co .550-108~, VoL II of
Tl]e Oxf..'?!d History of. E!,lgla~.d, ed. G., N. Clark (15 vols.; Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1936-65), pp. 276ff.
8orwin and Orwin, PPo 60-61.
9 Among institutional historians John l'L. Kemble made the most

extensive use of literary
London: Longmans, 1849) •

sourc~s

in Saxons in En£1and (2 vqls.;

.!E:.f~, ·p •. -21r::-~---

lOH. M.. Chadwick, Tl!_r:_ Ori.e;in of the Engl._!sh .~1.!. (Cambridge:
Uni.versity Press~ 1907), pp~ 154-58; R. H. Hodgkins, The Hi~~tory of_
the A~zJo-Saxons~ (2 vols; 3rd ed .. ; London: Oxford University Press,
1952), Vol. I, pp. 201ff.

6

Technical terms a.bound in both legislation and charters and these.
often prove difficult to translate into modern· :i.dio.m.

Differences in interpretation may be illustrated by taking as
an example one of the laws or

~dooms'

of Ine, King of Wessex, pro-

mulgated around the year 694.
If ceorls have a common meadow or other share land to enclose,
and some have enclosed their share while others have not, let
those to whom the gap is due go to the others who have enclosed thei. r share and make amends to theme 11
This law has been held to be ev:i.dence showing the ceorls of this

period were. freemen, engaged in coopcrati ve cul ti vati.on of their indi···

vidual plots of land, responsible to n6 lord~ but only to the king for
a breach of local custom .. 1 2

On the othHr hand the same law has been

cited as proof of commu.na.l agd.cul.tural practices follo\·rnd by the

peasant farm.(~rs under the supervision of a lord .. 1 3

The law has a.lso

been said to be early documentary evidence of the existence of
0

fi'

llt

common in tennixed arable acres in England , ·

and conversely, to

suggest that "each man's share lay in one block rather than in inter.....

mixed strips." 15
The first la.nd charters were royal grants of land, made most
often to ecclesiastical institutions, but sometimes to laymen as well..

llstenton, pp. 276-77.
12

]bi1·,. p. 2 77 ..

13F • S ee b o11m, ,lhe
.. .,

N.Y.:

I~~ns..:...:.~?
1 . l1 n.
11 ar.;c?:.
"~--.

Commun j .. t-y (I) or l · r.T
was h.i.ng t .on,

Kennikat Press, 1971), p. 110.

14H., L. Gray, Enr,lish F:L<::~ld Systems (Cambridge, Hass.:
University Press, 1959T:-P.-&52 .

15Finberg, p. 489.

Harvard

7

The earliest of these,. dating back to the begi.nni.ng

of

the 7th century,

were written in Latin., ,.:ith the descripti.on of the land granted usu-

ally in

Enr:;lish, and were generally rather vague in outline. 16

The

later charters of the 10th and 11th centuries witnessed transfers of
land both by kings, and by those holding lands by grants from the king

or one of his grantees, to churche.s, monasteries,. abbeys, and to laymen in return for. specified services.

During this period the char-

ters were normally written entirely in English, had assumed a fairly
definite form, and marked a type of landholding called 'bookland'
which had definite advantages over other types of landholdin.g.17

Huch social and p'olitical content has been read into the language of
these land conveyances and they have been interpreted to collaborate
a variety of theses--from the authcnti.ci.ty of the Nark

18

to the. ori-

gin of the feudal system in Englando
TI1e meaning of the writings of Caesar and of Tacitus which
describe the l.andholding customs of the Germanic ancest"ors of the

English is by no means clear$

For example, Tad_tus deals wi. th the

occupatlon of land in a. passage frequently cited to support the

theory of a free peasantry.

This passage

is~ however~

engimatic

and presents problems both of translation and of interpretation.

16For example.s of these early charters see: J. Earle S> A
Hand-Bonk to the Land Chart0rst and Other Saxonic Documents (Oxford:
Clarentfon
1SS8),

r·ress,

-p:-2fi-:---

171
f .... '1
.:..:..!1~; pp. 2°6..;27:
l.8For an explanation of the Hark see L!!.f:r~, pp. 10 ff..

8
Agri pro nurnero cul tor um .:-~h uni versis vicis occupan tur quos
nox inter se. secundum dienationem partiuntur; facilitatem
partiendi. c[lmporur'1 spa.tia pracs tan t. Arva per annos mutant,
e.t superc~.::t ager.19 Huch of the controversy has centered around. the , ..rnrds agri and _9?ie;:,,

which have frequently been translated or interpreted to mean fcommon
lands' , and held to exclude any concept of private property.

Thi.s

interpretation has b(::!en hotly contested by those who hold that a critical reading of the passage in context supports the opposing theory:

the existence of .servile rather than free communities among the Germanic tribes observed by Tacitus, and ownership of the land by a lord?O
FP..rhaps the greatest. single document illuminating the. social
history of this period is Domesday Book, compiled by William the·

Conqueror

twc~nty

years after his eon.quest of the English landG.

Its

purpose has reen·disputed, its context the subject of frequent dis-

agreement, but there. is no doubt of its unique value.

This compre-

hensive and massive. survey of the conquered land and its peoples,

their wealth, 'their status,· re.veals many thing·s about the pre-existing
Anglo-Saxon society that othc!r records fail to show .. 21

I ts mastery,

19nLand i.s taken up by the village as a whole, in quantity
according to the IHtmbE~r of the cultivators:
they then distribute it
among themselves on the basis of rank, such distribution being made
easy by the extent of the domain occupied. 111ey change the arable
land yearly and there is sti.11 land to spare. 11 Tacitus, Dialogus_,
Agricola !t Germania, trans. ~·1. Hutton (Cambridge, 'Mass. : Harvard
Urlivcrsi.ty Pres~-;-1%3), p~ 301

2 lr·lai t land has said: ."If English history is to be uncle. rs tood
the lau of Domesd<Jy Book must he mastered. We have he.re an absolutely unique account of feudalism in two different stages of growth, ' 1
F. H .. Haitland, l?.9..2.~day_P~)ok an_d Beyon~~ (London: Collins, 19G9),p .. 3.

9
however, is no easy task:

any interpretation of the Domesday text

presents difficulties stemming both from the nature of the inquest
and from the state of the records. 22
interpn~ted

Moreover, its evidence must be

in the light of customs existing on both sides of the

The historian must decide what the questions asked by the

channeL

inquisitors implied and what the answers of the conquered people
Norman concepts and Norman idioms superimposed on Anglo-

meant.

Saxon responses must be identified; Norman classifications of English

property rights must be carefully evaluatede

Further, in bringing

the evidence of Domesday Book to bear on earlier institutions history
must be 'read backwards', always a precarious method of historical
inquiry ..
The problem of the oriRin of property in land and of the

common man's status i.n early times was by no means a new one in the
19th century.
continent..

It was stated and examined first by historians on the

Their theories and the conclusions they reached strongly

affected the controversy among the English

22see:

V

0

writc~rs.

H. Galbraith, the Making of Domesday Book. (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1963); Sayles, pp. 289-90.

CH.i:\PTER II

THE PROBLEH:

FREEHAN OR SERF

That theory which proclaims freedom as the condition of ea.rly
Teutonic man is generally known to historians as the Hark theory.
It is closely connected with one of the fundamental controversies of
th<~

history of Western civilization:

the question whether the

influ-

cnce of Roman culture continued after the break-up of the Empire, or
whether the Germanic tribes destroyed tha.t culture and began the
reconstruction· of c.i.vi.lization from their mm rude customs.

are usually labeled Romanists or German-

ic.al scholars in this area

:i.sts.

Histor-

The former tend to oppose the theory of the Mark and the

latter to support it.
I.

THE EUROPEAN BACKGROUND .

The German Historians

German historians, in an effort to defend their ancestors
against the charge of barbari.sm, leveled particularly by the French,

tended to romanticize primitive conditions among the Germanic peoples.
Tne Mark theory. in its earliest form appeared as a myth describing

the beginnings of society as an idyllic period when mankind lived
together in fraternal communism.
.,t\

In 1768 the myth was put into
't

historical form by .Justus lior.;er .in his work Osnabruchische Geschichte.,

Moser saw the peasant of the Old Saxony of pre-Carolingian times as

11

a free man, cultivating a parcel of land which was his private property (the Hark) .. 1

The various individual homesteads in any given

area were joined in an association by mutual consent of the property

holders for socinl and political purposeso

Feno~),

in open

met:~tings

These units were known

attended by all, directed the agricultural

interests and acted as a governing body of the

cor.11~mni ty.

According

to N8scr private property was the predominant form of ownership and
communal usage extended only to that part of the land which could

best be. utilized in common--pasture, fore.st, and was te.,'2
NO'scr' s romantic picture of the German free peasant was strength-

ene.d by l<-!ga.l write rs in the early 1800s.
Karl Frederich Eichhorn

rej<~cted

Both Kar 1 von Savigny and

the Roman notion of social and legal

systems establi.shed in accordance with logically formed ideas in favor
of a theory holding that the laws and institutions of a people emerged

, .. 3
gra d ua 1].y f rom custom an d tra'a.i.tion
1

Going beyond M3ser's concept

H~rk

was originally the Germanic word for 'boundary', but its
uas extended to include the actual property or settlement
which the boundary delineatede
mca.nin~5

2

••

~This

summary of HOser's views is taken from: Alfons Dopsch 11
The Economic and Social Foundations of European Civili~ation (London:
K. Paul, Trench, Truber £~ Co.~ 1937), pp. -S°ff; and 'earl Stephenson,
"The Probler:i of the Common }Ian in Early Europe", Mediaeval InstJtu_tions, Selected Essays, ed. Bryce D. Lyon (Ithica, ~,J.Y.": Co-r1.~cll
l~iversity

Press, 1967),

pp~

262ffe

3on the position of Savign.y, Eichhorn~ and Jacob Grimm on
Roman law and its relation to the common law of Germany see Haitland's
introduction to Otto Gierkc~j Po!.itical. TheoEies of t:!:._e Middle A8-EE..J..
trans. F. W. Maitland (Cambridge: University Press, 1968), pp. vi:i..~

xlv.

12
of a community of free indi.vidual property holders, Eichhorn. in his

which held i.t to be essentially community property.

His book was

widely circulated and eventually beqme the standard te'xt on German

lai.-:.

This led to the general acceptance of his version of the Hark

theory as a cornerstone of Germany's constitutional and legal h.istory.4
A numbe.r of other German historians perpetuated variations of
~1oscr' s

theory.

K. A. H.oggt~ :tn Uber c~ns Gerich tswe~en der Gcnnanen

(1820) claimed the early varrior peasants recognized no
governed themselves

compk~te.ly

without interference.

rule~

but

Jakob Grimm in

communal and private property as fundamental Germanic landholding
customsc

Gcnrg von Maurer, l:ike Savigny and Eichhorn, maintained that

the state ,,.ras a creation of its own

history~

In his work Gechichte

------

der >1nrke!nrcrfassung in Deutschland (18M)) he rejected the idea of
individua~ly

held property and asserted that early cultivation of the

land was the effort of whole families and tribes,, not of individuals. 5

Paul Roth and Otto von Gierke presented theories of Ge.rmanic
origins which stressed the politic.al aspects of the

Harkgenos~enschaf t.

Both relied· on the concept of free.dam of the common man a.s the basis

of the German state-.

Roth asserted 5 "It is the eqµality of all free-

men that forms the main basis of the German statc.u

Authorities are

f{.Eichhorn' s theory was fully developed in the 5th edition of
his work, which was publishE~d in 181+3.. Dopsch, p.· 8~

5 Maurer's position will be discussed more fully in relation to
the criticism of his work by Fustel de CouJanges, infra, pp. 19 .... 21.
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chosen by the community and :responsible to it.

,

E

meated by the principle of self-government.")

11

Everything is per-

The state's foundation

rested not upon the feudal relationship of lord_ and man, nor upon the
dependence of the warrior on a chief, but rather upon a bond between

freemcm themselves.

This democratic constitution gave way to mona.rchy

not because of force or necessity but by the free choice of the people.
According to Gierke "the right of the associates was f r.eedom,
the conception of freedom and of folk-association coincided."
held that

0

He

each man was equally the co-·representati ve, co-protector,

and co-defender of the folk-peace and the folk-law; and among the
Gennans this folk-association took the place of the state. r.i7

He

maintained that in general every political community (I~~~en~.s-l1aft)

believed, of grcatc.r importance than the econom:Lc one.. , Thus the
original picture which !v1o"'ser sketched of men drawn together naturally, ·chiefly for economic
.f~~i~nschaft

purpos~s,

has changed

considt~rably.

has now become an important political tmit:

The Mark- ·

the basis

for the governmcn t, the constitution, and the law of the state.

Economic historians approached the problem from a different
viewpoint.

They were interested in establishing facts concerning

ancient agriculture rather than in the possible social and political

6 P. Roth,.

Geschis_l1tE~~-Beneficialwesens

( 1850 ) , p. vii,_

quoted in Dopsch, PPo 15·-16 ..

7o. Gierke., Das De~!_?che Genossenschaftsrecht (1868), Vol. I,
p. 35, quoted in Dopsch, P~ 17e,
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and August Mictzen, i.n works dating from 183.5 to 1868, brought a new
di.mens ion to the study of the condition of early T<~utonic 1:mn c
~ark

them, howevert accepted some variation of the
of many of their conclusions.

All of

theory as the basis

Erwin ~fasse extended their methods to

the study of English agrarian history.

He, too, rejected the notion

of privn.te property among the English peasants in favor of a communal

agr.·icultural enterprise.

The cooperative venture>. was, however,

.::.~men-

tially an economic one with few ·political and social implications. 8

Several German historions, as early as
the political extension of the 'Mark
these..

theory~

18/il+'

began to quest.ion

Georg Wa.itz was among

One of the most outs tan.ding of Leopold von Rnnke' s students,

Waitz brought new Gtandards 0f hfstor:i.cnl scholarsbip to old problems ..
He insi.sted on

c.::in~ful

analysis of sources and

greater significance than their wording

refusc~d

justified~

to p;ive them

Thus he held that

uthe view according to which the Hark-nssociations were~ the basis of

all political combination among the Germans must be abandoned" as an
unhistorical generalization of Moser's theory, which was limited to
Moser's own part of Germany. 9

Such a conclusion, he contended was

based on a su·perffci.al reading of Tacitus and Caesar"

Even so, he

accepted the Nark-association as "the basis institution of Germanic
E. Nasse, Zur Geschicl1;_~~ de~~ ~-oi t t.la~ terli chen Fe l<lgeme_i:!."!:2._chaf t
in Enr;land (1369), cited in Paul Vinogradoff, Villaina.ge in Enr;lan<l
( Oxfor~"f:-Clarendon Press 11 1% 8) , p e 26.
-·~-·8

9c. W:-dtz, Deutsche Vcrfassungsgeschichte: Vol. I. Die Zeit
:yor <lea p.;r9.:_~..:;en Hand;t:~};;~- (1841•), p. -3I:--qt7c_,ted in Dopsch~r:-1Z:-
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society, an agrarian association that might well have politfcal fun.c.
1 c.1aracter.
1
.
"lO
tions
o f a loca

Rudolf Sohm 11
· and August Meitzen 12
· also attacked the extensions
rt
'
•
o f Noser
s orig1.nal
theory, hut like Haitz neither of them rejected

the basic assumption of an economic association of free peasants as

the common form of early society.

Rudolf von Gneist, discussing the

origins of English institutions, stressed their aristocratic nature
during the Saxon period.

Even so, he admitted irthe original personal

freedom of the great mass of the people" and considered the. ''English
condition .... one variation of Teutonic development."

13

·

In 1896 Werner Wittich, a pupil of the agrarian hl.st.orian. Georg

Frederick Knapp, in an appen<l:i.x to his work D!_9__9rundherrschnft in

by Tacitus and Caesar was in reality not a peasant at all, but rather
a small landlord..

The majority of the men who t:i.11.ed the soi.1 in that

early time were, he held, servile peasants working on the lands of
This near heresy was vigorously

landlords both great and small.

lOstephenson, p. 2640
11 R. • Sh
o. m, Die altdeutsc.he Reichs-und Gerichtsverfassung (1871),
cited in. Dopsch, p., 18.
12A. 1Jeitzen, Der Boden und die landwirtschaftlichen Ver1wltnisse

des

nreus~iscf:..~n

Staates (1868)

9

cited ibide

13 R.. Gneist, Enp;lish Verfassunr;sgeschichte: {1882). The quota~
tion. is Virrogradoff"s·, v:i.Ti-~a,c, ;.--25 .-G~~ist spent much of his
life st1idying English govermncnt~;. . _for an interesting analysis of his
work see: c. E. McClcl land,: The ·:Gcniw.n Historians and Enf)land
(Cambridge: Uni ve. rs i ty P.re's s .. , 19 71) ,' pp.. 135-11.t Ii,,
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attack.eel by Heinrich Brunner and Richard Schri:lder who again triumplum tly asserted the theme of J.:.~_bcri ho£inc~s:

the common man was a

free warrior peasant until the disintegrating influences of feudalism

set in. JJ-t

As late as 1918 Rudolph Heuher, professor of legal history

at the University of Giessen, Jn his work 1.1w Hi.stosy__of Germanic
Pr~ vnte Law~ assumed the E.~arly

existence of the Nark, of the Mark

association as a political unit, and of the Gau-Mark as a more extensive political unlt formed by a number of Mark associations.

15

111ese

assumptions are basic to his discussion of "Juristic Persons and
Other Associationsr 1 and

11

the Law of Land:

Ownership.·"]_'

6

The theory of the Mark, in all of its forms, was based on
evidence which could easily be the subject of more than one inter-

pretation.

Two factors appear to have been influential in its wide-

spread acceptance in Germany:

first

t

the romantic

v turn

to nature'

and th(~ notion of the 'noble. savage' , inspired by the w~ri tings of

Jean Jacques Rousseau; and second, a great desire among Germans to
reject the label 'uncultured barbarian' and the 'catastrophic the.cry'

of the defeat of the Romans in Gaul which placed the Germans in the
role of dcstroye.rs of civ:U.ization.

Host German historians, unable

to cast off the spell of the Hark theory,

neglE~cted

to examine the

Ili.ror a summary of the positions of Brunner and Schr6aer se.e:
Stephenson, pp. 268-69.
15 on the origin and meaning of the term Gau see:
pp. 167ff.

Dopsch,

16 R. Huebcr, The His~.£EY of Germanic 1:riva.te La\.·J, trans. F.
Philbrfck (New York: Augustus l·!... Kelly, 1968), chs. III & IV.

s.
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evidence upon which its existence rested.

This task fell largely to

French historians, who eagerly welcomed i.t..

TI1e French Historians

Early 19th century French historians did not, for the most part,

deal directly with the Hark theory.
firmed Romanists.

Hany of them were, however, con-

Francois Guizot, in ld.s Essais St~E._.•;~istot re. de

Franc~ (182 3), 3.:we H picture of early Germanic society qui.te different

from that presented by lf~ser and the Gcrnuln historians who followed
him.

Guizot held that by the time the German:lc tri.hc_s had reached

the Rhine their civilization had passetl beyond its early phases of
the free. allod and individual freedom.

The early Frank was a simple

tenant farmer, co ..Mexisti.ng peacefully with the great Roman estate
owner, or occass:i.onally enter:i.ng into his
• 17
1·11m.

Sf~rvice

and fighting for

Gradually the common man was absorbed economically and poli-

tically into a system of territorial lordship.
Augustin Thierry was a firm upholder of the 'catastrophic
theory' of the German invasions and held the Franks to be mere nomads,
possessing no specific form of

propeJ~ty

in land.

In his Cons idtfra-

--------

tions sur l 'histoire de Fr.<.mce (182 7) and He'5it des tem11s Merovie.,~.ens

-(1840) he advanced theses of the greatness of Gallo-Roman civilization
1 7Guizot defined the term 'Frank' as meaning a Germanic 'freeman'.. He held that the J?rankish confe,deration was composed of a
number of tribes of these free.men, but that the names o_f the tribes
-were not. certain&
F. Guizot, !" Popular Hi~~orv of. Fran'ce, trans.
Robt. Blac.k (6 volso; Boston: Dana Estes [y_ Charles E. Laureat,
1870), Vol. I, PPo 130-31.
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and of the racial superiority of the Gauls over all other peoples,
especially the Franks. 18

Benjamin Gui£rnrd, writing in the first half

of the century, investigated problems of the classes of men, types
of 1.nnd tenure and kinds of institutions ar::tsi.ng during the course

of the German invasions..

He rejected

0

t.he thesis that Gaul was

civi.lized by Frnnkish invaders; he showed that ..... the manor cm well

as the administration were Roman :i.nstitutions~"19
The f:f.rst strong attock upon the. Nark theory in its basic form
came from Numa Denis Fus tel de Coulanges in his essay_pe. la ""."mar.ch~

2 0 1"
.
1 l'cgl.nning
.
.
.
d Romanist ..
a convince
_g_e.rnan1.que.
· ·uste 1 was f rom t1C-!
He was greatly. influenced by the his tori.cal writings of Guizot, and
by the Cartesian metholodogy of douht., 21
was clear;

tl1e German

inva~.don::;

On every issue hi.s thesis

of Gau.1 in the 5th century were

savage an<l barbaric, reducing to ruin the Roman d.v:i.lization e"Ldsting
there, and leaving only chaos and confusion.

The invaders brought

18Thierry turned even his H:i.stoire de la Conqu&te de 1' Anglcterre
par les Normnns · (1825) into a vehi.cle.fm:-hls' f~rorite th~c: ''the____
graduaT-:r:i.s-;.-o{ Gallo-· Roman ci vili.zati.on against the Teutonic conquest in France .. " V:i.nogradoff, p. 16.
.T .. H. Thompson, A His torv_ gf His"~9ric;,_§!.l Writing (2 vols. ; New
The :Macmillan Co., 191+2), Volo II, Pe 362e

19
York:

20This c;ssay originally appeared in Fus tel' s Rech~rches sur
51uelq1:_1..~E'!.!2.~Lcms d •i~_St£ir<:,_ (1885)..
It has been published in English
under the title· Th~_9r!_g_~.D~f Proper_ty in Land (1890).

21 Fu.stel claimed that from the time of his introduction to
Discours sur la. r.1cthode he applied the Cnrtesian principle of doubt
~o all his works, Thompson, µ~ 363, fn. 9-

19
with them nothing of value of their own in the way of govenuncnt,
institutions, or tradition, for they had nothing to bring.

Any v1ab le

institutions which they had after settling dmm were, he contended,

of l:Zoman origin.,
Instead of arguing about the extension of J·1oser's early Hark
theory as other historians had done, Fus tel proposed to exasnine the
beginnings of that theory.

his purpose.

In t.he opening pages of his essay he states

It is not his intention to attack the theory of the

Hark itself, but rather to examine the authorities upon which 19th
century histori;ms claim the theo17 rests.
The object of this cold and tedious procedure is not that
of proving t~1ether the theory is true ot false; it is only

to discover whether the authorities that have been quoted
can be fairly regarded as

approrn~iate.

In short, I am

going to discuss not the theory itself, but the garti of
learning. in ·which it has been presented. 22

TI1e primary target of Fustel's attack was Georg von Maurer's
Einle:i.t.ung zur Geschichte der Mark-Hot-Dorf-un.d Stadverfa.ssung_ (1854).
Since the authorities quoted by Maurer to support his positions are

those most commonly cited hy other supporters of the Hark theory an
examination of Fus tel' s findings is enlightening.

Maurer had

contended:
22 Fustel de Coulanges, The Origin~~ Prop<:::r.tv i.n Land, trans.
Margaret Ashley (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1927), p., 3.
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All land was in the beginning common-land, gemeinland or
all.mend~:_ ...... There was nothing which could be~- rightly-termed

private property .... The ground was divided into equal lots,
and this division was made afresh each year; every member

recei.ved a part and moved each ye::ir to a new lot.. •• The whole
mark, cultivated land as well as forests, was held in common •••
The iden of property only came as the result of Roman law •••
Property~

as we find it in later times, was produced by the
decomposition of the ancient mark.23
The earliest authorities upon which Maure.r relied were Caesar

and Tacitus.

Fustel,, upon examination of the passages to which

Maun.~r

referred, asserted that in no instance did the reference clearly
support Naurerts contention..

For example, Maurer translated the

words agri and az,er in chapter 26 of ~_E.nia to mean- common lands~

2L'+

Fustel held there was no authority for such translation because the
2r=
word 'comm.on' was not to be found there at all._:.;

that

~frturcr

He c'iaimed rather

had simply used the tran.slation to support his precon-

ception of the Hark' s reality.

The word 'mark' , he held, never meant

anything more than the boundary of a territory or of a private estate,
and this conclusion must be reached on a careful reading of Caesar

.

and Tac.1 tus o

26

In a similar fashion Fus tel exarained Naurer' s claim that the
German law codes supported his position.

He found "that the mark

was a district possessed in common by a number of persons there is

23Quote<l in Fustel, p. 4.
24c•0upra, pp.· 7>- 8 o
25 Fustel, pp. 5-10.
2 6f bid. ,. p • 1.l+ •
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not a trace in German law." 27

A check of the other documents upon

wh:i.ch Haurer relied yielded the same result:

neither the _!_~tj~~8

deeds, nor other land grants proved the existence of the cot1munal
Hark.,

Fus tel tlien. concluded:

The succpss of Maurer' s theory is not to be attributed
to the. strength of his evidence •• The book, nevert.he.lcss,
6

has had enormous influence~

It has won many by its neat

consist<.mcy, others by its apparent learning~
Anything like
verification of its arguments was gladly dispensed with. And

so, year after year, for forty years, the same story has been
repeated, the same argurncn ts brought forward, the same author•
'
. 3 29
:i.es
q uote.c.l
~

1. t

In spite of the power of Fustcl's argument tt had little effect
on the persistence of the doctrine of the Hark among scholars of his
day

German his tori ans rcnwined as anxious as ever to de fend the

6

thesis of pri.m:i. ti vc comnmnis.m as the precursor of private m.n.1ership
of land, whi)c even French historians felt that Fus tel had gone too
far.

.. 0
_y

It was in England, however, that the controversy was renewed

most vigorously, and from a somewhat different point of view.

II&

THE ENGLISH BACKGROUND

In the early part of the 19th century some attempts were made
to reconcile the Germanic and Romanist. elements in English history.
Sir Francis Palgrave, in A History of the English Commonwealth (1832),
stressed the continuity of Roman influence among the Gennan· kingdoms

271b:i.d.

28c1assifications of charters of the 8th to the 14th centuries.

30stephcnson, pp. 2G5ff.
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in England.

He did not deny the Teutonic element in English social

and political structures, but believed its importance had been greatly
~1 31
.
overemp1HlSlZCt.lc

The theory of the Mark was adopted by English historians almost
·without question, hm\ evcr, by the middle of the century.
7

It fitted

well with Enr,Hsh ideals of fre.edom and democracy,. and it supported

the popular the.sis of strong Germanic, rather than Roman, influence
in the development of early society and institutions..

English social

history, it was generally held, began with the settlement of Teutonic
groups of independent freemen in village communities, either: with

common ownership of all the land or at least of the
and forest.

pa~ture ~

waste,

The lord of the manor, according to this opinion, ap-

pcared at a later time, and th1'.ough various legal and economic means
depressed the free peasantry in.to serfdom,, a process which was
completed by the Norman conquerors.

John H. Kemble·:

32

The Saxons· in Enf!;land

John M. Kemble (1807-57), one of the first Englishmen to write
a history of institutions, 33 applied the Mark theory to English soil

in his two volume work, The Sax.~m.s in England (18lt9).

He had studied

in Germany under Jacob Grimm and Andreas Schmeller, and was a thorough

31 vinogradoff, ppD 11-160
32w.illiam J .. Ashley, _?u.E_vey~:!:,storic and Economic (New York:
Augustus M.. Kelly, 1966) 11 p. 39.
33Until the middle of the 19th century English institutional
history was written largely by Gen~an historians. Thon1pson, p. 382.
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Germanist, attributing r.c:!rmanic origins to all important English insti-

tut ions except the church ..
For Kemble the word Hark had two meanings:
space of Jand, and the. other a political unit..

one desir:,'11ate.d a
As a territory the

Hark could be either the whole dis tri.ct occupied by a community or in
a res tricte.d sense 'a boundary' , that is

u

those fores ts and wastes

by whtch the arable is enclosed, and which separate the possessions
of one tribe from another."

The arable land,, which was portioned out

to several members of the community, wa.s inseparable from the boundary land nnd "taken toeether they make up the whole territorial
possession of the orir;inal

association the
whot in this

M~.rk 'l!.r.t-is

capacity~

c.o~natio,

kin or tribe .. "

34

As a poli.tical

composed of the freemen of the community

set out for themselve.s,, and strictly maintained,.

a system of (:ultivation undE!r which the produce of the land on which
they settled might be ufairly and equally secured for their service
and support; and from participation in which they jealously excluded

all who were not born or adoptf~d into the association."

Each Hark

had its own court "and suit and service to such court was not less

' 1135

the duty, than the high privilege, of the free sett 1 ers.

1 le beJ.;i_' eved, were organized into G{s
1 .c.., in
•
F''..n5
n-]...,
.. c..n d , Kern
~
u
..
Tlle .v."1ar,

(corresponding to the German Gau), an ancient name later superce<led
/

by that of Sdr .or Shi.re.

34 1-..em,)
l J
.c, Vol. I,. pp.
r

35 I1J1<l.,
1 •
pp. 54-55.

These folloued the natural divisions of

!i.2-1.~3.

24
the country; each had its administrators, judges, and priests, chosen

fror:i. the elders of the

Gh..

It is probnblc that some of the mo<l(---rn

shire-divisions are continuations o.f G~. which "have rema:i.ned unchang-

ed from the earliest times. "

36

Thus, the Hnrks

jo

according to Kemble,

fanned the basis of all social, economic, and political-, aspects of

early English societye
Further, in Kemble f s eyes,. personal freedom, land.holdings- and

law were woven together in an inseparable manner.

qualifications for the status of freeman.

There were two

The first and most impor-·

tant was the possession of land.
Even as he w'lio is not free can, at fir.st, hold no lan.d
within the. limits of the community, so is he who holds no
land therein, ·not fully free, whatever hj_s personal rank or
character may be. 37
The landless. man· was politi.cally· disenfranchi.scd:

he could not

represent himself or his interests in the courts and as_semhlies;
rather he was compe.lled to rely upon. others for his economic li veli ..~
hood and for security against his enemies--"a ·necessary consequence

of a state of society in which there is no property but land."

38

The second qualification for freedom was personal rank, which
Kemble says

0

in the Teutonic scheme appe.ars inseparably connected

with the possession of land. uJ"9

A man is born to that status., and

can remain secure in his freedom as long as he is able to protect
36 Ib. d
_2:.-·, pp. 76-77
37~., p .. 35.

38
_Ibid .. ' po 91.
39n . d

....:22:-:.· "

P•

122 •

0

2.5
his position, first through the strength of the family or clan, and

later by law administered through the larger political unit, the G~
"For man is free. through. the existence, not the

or the state.

absence of L'.lwn administered by the political association. 40

While there were unfree men, slaves and serfs~ in early English
society, Kemble appeared to regard unfree status as an aberration

rather than the nonnal state for Teutonic man.
their freedom in a nu.11ber of ways..
of

1

These men had lost

Slavery was the result or:lginally

\;rar and subsequent conquest" and of the uforfeiture of liberty

for crime.
causa.

1141

There were two principal classes of serfs, natura. and

The former were born to serfdom as childre.n of unfree parents;

the latter were reduced to their unfree status in various ways-·-by

the fortunes of war, by marringe to a serf"' by settlement among serfst
by voluntary surrender to a master,. by crirne, by superior legal power,

•
• •
•
42
and by , illegal
power or in]ustice.

Af
tuuong
ser.s

l

" were

t~ere

d egrees

of unfreedom, bo.th legal ;md economic, but "the one fact still remains,
viz. that he is in mund or hand of another, represented in the state

by that other, and consequently, in the most empf1atic sense of the

word, unfree .. 1143
During the Anglo-Saxon period a marked loss of independence·
among the free pea!:rnnts accompanied changes in the' manner in which
land was held.

Three types of landholding were common by the end

4o 1'l 111
~·, p .. 130.

41Ibid.,. p. 186

42Ib.,
__::.c.•

,

pp., 194fL

43 rM.c:!_ .. , p. 189.
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of the period:

(l_;,,ufnJ_~2.~D.

Folkla.nd (£.~lcLm~)) Bookland (.9~6~cland),. and Loanland

All of these

forms~ accordinB to Kt=:mble, had evolved from

the original tcrri torial. ~fark.

When the land was first divided among the freemen.there were
large amounts rer!1aining in the hands of the community

tc?

be used

communally, as the pasture, waste, and forest, or to be left untouched
and reserved for future use.

These lands cm:1c to be known as folk-

could be granted to individuals,. the absolute ownership (§ominum
dir~!!_)

remained in the state.

Host of the grants, Kemble believed,

were made only for the life of the grantee, and because the holders
of such landr; were-

11

not included in the Harksn he concluded "it is

impossible to believe that their condition ,..;ias one of such perfect
.

freedom as that of the original allod:Lal owners."

!

i:

D_

l3ookla.nd resulted when land was granted by charter or vbook',

and it normally came into being when the king made grants of land to.

eccl.csi.astical organizations, or to individuals in reward for services
to the state.

Such grants could come either from the common land, or

from lands privately held by families which for some reason had
reverted to the. state.

that character.

Once land became bockland it normally retained

It was an especially desi.rable form of landholding,

for the 'book' not only provided evidence of ownership, but made the

l-1-lfThe theory that folklnnd was comm.unal or public land was

widely held until it was demolished by V:i.nogradof f
"Folkland",

~sh

451.r'-~~1!il
e.'1""'} •1..-,
·'-' '

pp •

~

in his article

Historical Jleview, VIII (Janua.ry, 1893), pp. 1-17.
292-93~
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land, from that time forwnrd, heritable, alienable within limits of

the orieinal grant, and exempt from all public burdens except the
trinoda ~~itas.

The great

increase in landholding by 'book'

spelled disaster for the com.11011 man.
" •• in consequence of this, there was n.o more room for the
expansion of a free population, the condition of the free-

men became depressed, while the estates of the lords increased
In this way th1~ ccorlas or free culti-

in number and extent..

vators gradually vanished, yielding to t:he ever growing force
of the noble class,, accepting a dependent position upon their
b6cland, and standing to right ~n their courts instc.~ad of
their own old conn ty gem6t<..H:i .... t6
Loanland could be created by a lease of either folk.land or
bookland.

If

ll

holder of folkland leased his interest .in the. lnnd

to anothe.r the lease would necessarily expire. on the death of the
lessor:; since he could grant no greate.r right than he hil:1self posses~-:;;t:;d.

In

thL~

case of luanlancl,

be of certain duration:

lio\:JCVet,

Lile

interest grc-mted cou1d

a 1eaE:C:! for the li fc of the grantee,. for

example, ·was not terminated by the death of the grantor, but remained
enforceable agaii1st

his heirs e

Often i.n such cases the position of

the tenant could be improved, the terms of his lease made more favorable,. w1!en he performed certain services for the
These benefits were,

ho\·1~ver,

landlord-lessor~

illusory, for it is here particularly

that Kemble found origins of dependent tenure,,

He examined the

services demanded of three types of peas-an ts, the gen ea_!:, the cotsetla,
and the gcbur, all ostensibly free men, and concluded that the duties
4 6 Ibid.• , pp •. 306-307.
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required were often heavy') sometimes appearing to border on the

burdens of serfdom.47
The evidC::nce upon which Kemble relied for his belief in the

Hark were the pnssages from Caesar and Tacitus we have already mentioned,

48

as well as theories_ of German historians such as those of

Eichhorri and Grinlr.l., lt 9

That the Te~itonic peoples who settled Britai.n

brought with them the customs of their homeland he believed was self• <l CUL.
~ 50

CVl

He relied strongly on place na.mes as proof of the con-

tinuity of the Hark, and there is a long appendix to volume one of
The Saxons in EngJan1_ purporting to relate the names
present day Enr,lish local names.

51

of

early Harks to

While a. number of references arc

made to Domosday Book, to Bede's Ecclesiastical I.t~sto!y, and to AngloSaxon

literature~

the chief source

the early land charters.

mat.E~r:i.al

for

S~xons

in England is

In them Kemble found language and property

descriptions which he use<l to support his statements.

52

He was the

first historian to attempt verification and classification of this
large mass of material and his Codex

D.:~.Plomati.cu~

Aevi Saxonic1:.

constitutes his greatest contribution to historical research ..
I+ 7Ib .•

_J.:..9:_•, pp. 310-26.

48

Supra, pp. 2, 7-8.

49 supra, p .. 12. On Kemble's use of these authorities ·see
Vinogradoff, Vi1~0J-nag~, p. 18.
SO"Howcver far we may pursue our researches into the early
records of our forefathers,, we cannot discover a period at which this
organization 0:he Mark) was unknown. u Kemble, p. 37.
SJ.Ibid.!> pp. 449"."'86.

52For a dif fcrent ~1tcrpretation of early English society based
on an examination of the land charters sec: Earle, pp .. xlvi ff.
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the Teutonic invade.rs were freemen in their home.land and that they

estnblishcd a similar free society in England.

It implies that the

history of England is simply a manifestation of Teutonic greatness.
The evide.nce he presents fails to justj_fy such sweeping conclusions.

Henry

H:~line:

Vill0ge

Comm~!;;ni.t::i.cs

East and West

Henry Sumner Naine (1822-88), one of the truly great figures in

the

history of early law and jurisprudence, was a Cambridge educated

classical scholar.,

He was influenced by the tenets of the German

historical school of law founded by Savigny, and by the Darwinian
theory of evolution.

He was among the first to use the comp~:_::.~.~i.::~':1e

(

method in the study of laws and insti.tutions, and his Ancient La~
....::::... ... ....
~

~

(13Gl) is s&ill to have· acconr;Jl:Lslte.cl for jutlspru<lenc€:: what Danvin ! s
Ori_gi!1 of

th~-~~ies

had achieved- for biology ..

53

He is a.cclaimed

as the founder of England's historical school of law, which placed
emphasis

on.

law as a natural growth of the history of a nation rather

than as a set of a priori concepts.
were some

'?f England's

His followers in this respect

most noted legal scholars:

Paul Vinogradoff,

Frederic Maitland,, and Frederick Pollock.
In Village Cor:i~:tinities :in the East and West (1871), Haine seeks

to show that in the societies he. is exami.ning the development of law
and institutions have followed a similar course..

He found in the

53n. S. ~aine, Ancient La~, Intro. Ce K. Allen (London:
Oxford University Pres-;~l~)31)
ix.

:·-·p .
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Indian village of his day a living example of the institution of
property which. he believed existed in early medieval Europe and in
Anglo-Saxon England.

If very general language ~·Jere employed, the description of
the Teutonic or Scandinavian vill.:ige communities might
actually E?7rve as a description 9f the same institution
in India. 5 4
In each of these areas he found uthe arable mark,. divided into separate
lots but cultivated according to minute customary rules bin.ding on

all" and the waste or common land out of which the ar2ble. mark ho.cl
been cut "enjoyed as pasture by all the· co;mnunity 12.!£ indivls<.?._. u
~Iaine

55

accepted completely Naurer's thesis of the Hark ..

The ancient Teutonic cultivating community, as it existed in
Germany itself, appears to have been thus organize.d.
It
consisted of a number of familie.s st.anding in a proprietary
relation to a district divided into three parts.. TheHe three
portions. we re the 'nark of the Township or Village, . the Common

M.ark or waste, and the Arable Mnrk or cul ti.vated area.. The
community inhabited the v.i.llage, held the common mark in
mixed ownership, and cultivated the arable mark in lots
appropriated to the several families 56
C>

In the German co.mm-unities the original distribution of the arable
are.a was, Haine believed, in exactly equal portions in accordance
with the nµmber of families in the village, and redistribution of

these portions was made periodically.

The change from common to

individual ownership occurred gradually and was finally completed
when

11

each family \ms confirmed for a pe.rpetuity in the enjoyment of

Sl~H~ S., Haine, Village Cor.u:mniti.es in the East and West (London:
John Marry.,. 1871), p.- 107.-55Ibid.,

31
i·

t s sever.a J. 1 o ts
· ~ of·. 1 and~

11

57

w

In England the same process was repeated:

there ·was no abrupt

cha.nee from ancient forms of property to the feudal form; it was

rather a gradual, almost imperceptible moveme.nt..

Today, both in

Germany and in Englandt ~jaine claims vestiges of the. old forms are

to be fotmd, not only of the common mark or waste, but also of the
arable mark.

The names ....rhich. give evidence of these survivals in

England are 'common' or 'open' fields, 'intermixed' lands, 'lot
meadows' , and 'lammas lands' •

• • • I have been greatly surpris,ed at the number of instances
of abnormal proprietary rights~ necessarily implying the
former existence of collective ownership and joint cultivation, which comparatively brief enquiry has broueht to my
notice.SS
Haine's style of wd.ting was expository rather than a.rgumentative or technical, and he omitted the nur.1erous citc:itions that nor1nally
accompany a historical or legal work.

He has been criticized chiefly

for his br.oad generalizations,.. unsupported by specific· evidence,
concerning the development of early societies and laws.

His acceptance

of the Nark theory places him in the mainstream of English historical
writing of his day ..

The Oxford School

U:Llliam Stubbs.

The Oxford school of historians of the 19th

century is said to have begun with William Stubbs (1825-1901), who
assuned the Chnir of

57Tb'd
.::_1._ ..

!>

5811
.d
_,,:.!) J.. •

i

~1odern

pp. 81-82 •

History at Oxford in 1866, the first
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trained historia.-i to hold the post.

59

His urri val heralded a new

era in English historiography marked by nore systematic methods and
by the tenet that history 'l:rns to be studied for its own sake, using

His greatest w-ork uas 'Il1e Constitutional

all materials available.,
Ilistorv
---..

of En!:;land, published between the years 18"74 and 1878~·
~--

Pri-

marily a history of institutions,. :Lt covers the church, the state)
law, justice~ administration and finance from the time of Julius
Caesar to the accession of the Tudors..

Stubbs' conservativism, his

belief in tradition and gradual change, is reflected in the opening

sentences of the preface.
The History of Institutions cannot be mastered, - can scarcely

be approached, - without an effort, •• But it has a deep value
and an abiding interest to those who have courage to work upon
it.
It presents, in every branch, a regularly developed
series of causes and consequ: .nces an cl abounds in examples
of thnt continuity· of lifr:,. the reaiizati011 of which is
I'>

necessar~

to give the reader a personal hol<l on the past
and a ri.gh t judgment of the presento For the roots of th~
present lie deep in the past, and nothing in the past is
dead to the man who would learn how the present comes to be

what it is. 60
A logical consequence of beliefs such as these was Stubbs'
firm acceptance of the existence of the Hark among the Germans and
He relies upon the works of German histor-

among the early English.

ians as well as upon the' ..1ncient authority of Caesar and Tacitus.
t races o f=- th
,
He c 1 aims
.e

H
~·1ar

l\. can s t 1• 11
• t h e S a 1 ian
·
1 aw. 61
. .b e f ·mm d in

59on the Oxford school see:
in the. Nine teen th
PPw 31 ff f.

Ce~

(London:

G~

P ..

Gooch~

History and Historians

Longmans, Green & Co., 1952),

60 williara Stubbs, The Constitutional Historv of England (3 vols.·,

Oxford:

----·___..._~·-

Clarendon Press, 1874-78), Vol. I, p.

iii~
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Of all his English predecessors he admired Kernblc most and referred
to h.Jm as his 'pattern scholar .. '

62

Stubbs held that during 'the Teutonic invasions many of the

Britons were ldlled,, and many others were pushed back into the high-

lands of

Scotland~

into Waless; and to Ireland.

Among those who

remained few· vestiges- of Roman influence were to be found, for the
Celts never intermixed to any great

e}~tent

with the Romans--their

cultures had for the most part remained separate .. 63

The invading

Saxons themselves were "a pure nationality,. unconquered by the Franks iv
... · • - d b y nhoman
'
·
• '1]. •neatnen.
' · uG4
un'-ainte
r.1anners,
an d &ti.

Thus Stubbs held

tht1t the Germanic institution of property was transferred to England

relative:l.y free of any Roman influence ..

Stubbs agreed with Kemble in holding that the beginnings of
property in land in the Germanic system was a communal form, but

he believed that by the beginning of the Anglo-Saxon period communal
lands were being divided into two types:

land still held by the

state for the benefit of the community at

large~

separately by

individuals~

and land owned

Private land was either an ethel, that

inherited or acquired by original allotment, or an estate created
out of the common or public land.
applicable to both types of ·private
(.,?
J ...

Gooc11.,
• ,. p •

11H~

term

lands~

~lod

was one properly

These two forms, public

3'>0 ..

• t..

6 3stubbs, p .. 65~

64rbid .. , p. 64; for a discussion of the Germanic·tribes in
England and where they settled see: D. B. Hardin (ed .. ), Dark Age
~rita:i.n (London;
Hethue11 & Co.~ 1956), pp.· 21-122.
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and private property, became. later the folkland and ·the bookland

described by Kemble.

65

Near the end of the Anglo-Saxon period a -trend developed toward

the consolidation of lands, and a consequenc<:: of this trend was the
prevalence of frecn~en holding in de-pendent tenure (loanland).
the Noi.lnans made the Domesday survey

When

it was di. fficult for them to

grasp the variations in Anglo-Saxon tenures:

freemen w.ere. holding -

land by various leases; unfree men ·were working on the .same estates,
both classes of men frequently were performing duties that appeared
to be identical.

The conquerors tended to interpret the Anglo-Saxon

system in the light of the customs of the Nonnan manor wi.th which
they were familar.,

The result' was often a lumping together of all

peas an ts engagc~d in s:.1. milar tasks under the headi.ng 'villein'.

Stubbs asserted

tha~t

66

the political association, Hark, could

have been the foundation of the early English township, for he believed traces of that system were still in existence.

He felt, how-

ever, it was more probable that the Teutonic settlers had passed

beyond the stage of the Hark-association when they migrated to
England.

·67
On this point he disagreed with Kemble.

It is as an owne.r of land, or as a fu1 ly qualified 'lawful
man 1 , not as a member of the mark community i that the freeman has rights and duties, and there is no evidence that in
England tg~ only way of owning land was the membership of
the mark.) 0

65stubbs, pp. 80-82; ~~pra, pp. 26-27 ..
66stubbs, pp ..

t~63fL

23-25.
68stubbs, p. 91.
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Although Stubbs' version of the Hark theory is a more conserva·-

tive one than KembJ.e.'s, it is he 't.Jho has borne the severest criticism
for accl~pting that theory without firmer proof of the Nark's actual

existence.

This is probably because Stubbs was the better known

historian,. reputed in most of his work to be a careful, thorough

investigator..

Others have felt the harshness- of the criticism leveled

. is
. unJ. us ti. f.
at .him
: J.e d • 69

___

___...,
.
Freeman:.

Two other members of the Oxford school

~.;ere

also supporters of the theory of Germanic. origins of English property
concepts.

Both of these were friends and admirers of Stubbs·, al though

in many ways the three were very unalikec

Edward Ac Freeman (1823-92)

is remembered principal_ly for his monumental six volume work, J'he.
H:L~to_ry of the Norman

Ccmp.!c:::t...~of Eng}_ar:.d (1.867--79).

He foll~:rwcd

Stubbs as Regis Professor of History at Oxford in 1884 t> _when the
latter resigned to b_ecome Bishop of Chester.

Freeman was a militant

radic.al, an extrovert, with.a flamboyant style and a blustering per-

sonality.

He presented a strong contrast to the conservative Stubbs

with his careful, concise style and his methodical research techniques?O
Freeman added little that was new to the development of the

Mark theory.

He relied for authority chiefly on Kemble" s and Stubbs'

interpretations, though he also cited Caesar,
Waitz, and Maine, among

others~

T~citus,

The earliest glimpse

Eichhorn,

of Teutonic

60

'.;1"It has been the work of a later generation to exhibit the
complexity of Anglo-Saxon so.cicty, and he cannot be seriously blamed
for fniling to ant.tcipate their .researches .. u Gooch,, p ..

7011 . d

__!!2:_· ' pp ..

323-29 e

320~
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political life showed, he asserted, the ex.istenc(~ of monarchic, aristocratic, and democratic eler:lcnts.

The la.st was the. most important for

the "ultimate soveretgnty ti resided in

11

a f ree anc• arme d peop __) e. tf 71

The primitive T(~utonic community "occupies its own territory~ its
Hark6"

Its lands "consist of both common land and individual land

which :is assignc~d by common consent.

tt

72

f

Alongs:i.de this ' primitive

<lcmocrucy" there existed the Comi ta.tu~ described by Tacitus, that is,
"the personal follm·Jing of the chiefs."

'111ese were the men who

cventua.Jl y compose<1 tf1e ar.:LstocratJ.c c 1 ass. 73
1

•

•

Freeman followt~d Stubbs in holding that Domesday Book provided

evidence of remnants o_f pre-feudal land tenure, and that it revealed
substantial encroachments on the common man's freedom made long

before

ci1e

Norman Conquesto

This reduction of freedom-occurred

chiefly th.rough loss of lands with rer.\11 ting cornmcndat:i.on, and by
the loss_ of jurisdiction.

Like Stubbs, ahrn, Freeman sm·: (forman

misinterpretation of th-e consequences of commendation under Anglo-

Saxon custom as a pri.me factor hastening the loss of freedom 'after
the Conquest..

Similarly, lands held in common were

regard0~d ~y

the

Normans as an aberration foreign to the feudal system, and therefore
merely a revocable right granted by the large landowner to his

agricultural workers

74
0

Although he was a brilliant man of wide learning Freeman has

7 1 E. A. Freeman, The History of the Norman Conquest of E~t;land
(6 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1877-79), VoL I, p~1. 80-81.
72rbid.

--- ,

p. 84.o

73Ibid .. , p .. 86 c.

74r!'i(!· , Vol. v, pp.. 462-6 3.
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not hee.n considered a dist:Lr:.guished historian, chiefly because he
refused to do research outside his o·wn library.

He "was ignorant of

palaeoernphy"; he had n "strange aversion to the employment of manused.pt authorities" and tlan insuperable repugnance to ·working with

1•

J materia
. , }.• II 75

arc~iva_

Under such circumstances it is not surprising

that he simply parroted vc rs :ions of the Hark theory which had appeared
in the works of others.
John Richard Green.

The youngest of the Oxford trio and the

most original thinker, John Hichard Green (1837-83), might have become another Gibbon or ifacaulay had lw survive.d to fulfill his potential.

His. fame rests, howcvers primarily on one book, A Short

volumE~s..

The ·work was rn-d.ike most hi.stodes of the era in that it

presented in summary a story of the people rather than of war arid
politics, and it was an immediate success.

It became a textbook

for schools, and undoubtedl¥ spread the theory. of English beginnings
in freedom more widely than had any other work ..
Green<' s picture of the early Teutonic freeman was as idyllic
as that of }foser more than a century earlier.,

"In their villages lay

ready formed the soclal and political life which is ratmd us in
England today. u

In early Anglo-Saxon society the earl's supf'.:rior

position "rested simply on the free recognition of his fellow villagers~

Within the

to~mship

every freeman or ceorl was equal.

the freem:m who was the base of village society .. t1
75fT'l
<•
J.1 0~mp,..,on,
p. 317
_ ..

It was

Land and :public

38
justice were "everywhere the accompaniment of full freedom."

The

plough land alone was allotted to individuals while the remainder of

the laad was held in common..

It was the usharing in the common land"

that set apart the freemen from t11e. unfree ..

76

As did Stubbs and

Freeman, Green found the common man's loss of freedom a gradual
process,. be.gun well before the Conquest through consolidation of

properties and commendation, and. cornpleted as the result of the.
Conquest.

As authorities for his position Green cites the works of Kemble
and Stubbs among others.

Uis pos±tion was closer to that of Kemble

than Stubbs, however, for he too was a thorough Germanist.
His worst error was the notion of an idyllic primitive democracy among the Old English~ and the fallacy that populax represcn tation. has always been t:hc essence of the. Enr;lish cons ti tution' s growth.
'Greenfs story of English origins is based ....
upon a 1£_?.gend .... The nineteenth century crowds in upon the

sixth.v77
These historians, from Ke.mble through Green, so different in
many rn.spects, fell under the spell of the Hark theory primarily for

the same reasons:

a strong pt·edispos:i.tion to uphold the doctrines of

English beginning in freedom, and reliance on the works of the Ger-

man historians.

The

nex~t

group of men ·we shall consider were neither

so unquestioning in. their methods$ nor so firm in their belief in the
innate goodness o{ the primitive Teuton and his institutionse

76 J. R. Green, A Short: t~J:story of the English People (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1893), pp. 7-12.
7 7Thompson, p. 321

CHAPTER III

TliE HISTORlAHS: LEGAL· Al{D ECOIWHIC

Frederic Seebohm (1833-1912) was the first English historian

to op!JOSe directly the tenets of the Germanist historians.

It was

he. who challengt:~.d those great medievalists of the period, Paul
"'

Vinogradoff (1854-1925) and Frederic Willi.:tn ~faitland (1850-1906),
to defend the concept of the free man i~ enrly England.
position was stron3ly supported

by

Se.ebohm' s

William Ashley (1860-1927), an

ardent admirer of Fustel de. Coulanges, and a critic of Vinogra<loff
and Hai tland.

None of these men

ac·c~~pte.d

th£ :"fa.rk theory as it had been set

forth by !v!aure-r and propagated i.n England by Kemble and his followers.
Although no two of them were in complete agreement on all of the
issues involved, for the most part Vinogradoff and Maitland, often
labeled German is ts, opposed the position of Seebohm and Ashley, usually
classified Romanists..
debate

&"TI.Ong

The labels are an ovcrsimpli.fica tion, for the

these scholars shows the positions they assumed were the

result of a number of factors ..

I.

FREDERIC SEEBOHM

Frederic Seebohm was an amateur historian, and by profession a
banker..

His father, art evangelical Quaker, had come to England from

Germany in 18J.t.. and settlr:!d in Bradford where Frederic was born in

40
1833.

Young Frederic received his early education at Bootham, the

Friends' school

j

n York.

Because the family had little money it was

decided he should read for the bar.

It was for this purpose that he

moved to Hitchin and comr11uted to London where he entered the chambers

of an attorneyo

At Hitchin. he met and married a local girl of con-

sidcrable wealth and social position, and eventually became a junior

partner in his father-in-law's hank. 1
Seehohm was a devout Quaker and throughout his life he worked
for various educational and c.hari table projects..

During this period,

when politics and social di visions were apt to be based on religion,
he fitted the usual pattern.

As ·a Quaker he was a supporter of Glad-

stone and the Liberals; he pres:i.ded at the meetings of the llitchin
Radical Association, and

man..

-;,ya_s

synpathc.tic to the cause of the l.:.iboring

In 1884 he pre.pared to run as a parliamentary candidate for

one of the Hertfordshire divisions on the platform of refonn i.n the
interest of labor.

He was, hmvever, forced to withdraw his candidacy

when his partners at the bank <leci.<lcd that they could not spa.re him
the necessary time away from his duties...

Be was· deeply disappointed

and frustrated by this rude end to his political amb1tionso

2

In spite of the lack of a broad educati"onal backgrotL.'"ld Seebohm
had serious academit interests.

Maine's lectures bad stimulated him

to study history, and the writings of Colet, Erasmus, and Hore
1 This sketch of Scebohm' s life is ta~-:..en from V. Glendin.ning,
A SuTJ1Hesscd Cry: Life and Dc::ath of n. Quaker Daughter (London:
Routle<lgc re~ Kegan Paul, 1%<J) ..
?

~Ibid.,

pp.

40-41~
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influenced his intellectual outlook.

His early \·rnrks, The Oxford

reflect his strong religious beliefs, his moralistic attitudes, and
his smypathy for the conmon man.

It was, however, a series of works

on economic a0rarian history that established Seebohm's reputation as

a historian and gave him a degree of lasting fame:

Village Community_ (1883)

J

Th.£.__~'ribal

Sys tern· in

Of these the most important work, as well
vers:i.al, is The English Vill:_:i.3g:.. Community_..

The

Wale~

HS

Englis1~

(1895), Trihal.

the most contra-

In the preface Seebohm

states his purpose:
It is simply an attempt to set English Economic History upon
right. lines at i.ts historical commencement by trying to solve
the still open question whether it be.gnn with the freedom or
with the· ser'fdom of the masses of the people - whether the
villar,e communities living in the 'hamst A.nd 'tons' [sic] of
Eng lend were, at the outset of English history, free villar,e
communities or conntunities in serfdom unde1= a manorial
l or d snip ..... 3
1

•

Such an economic inquiry wi'll, he believes, enable him to find "secure
stepping stones over what ma.y be impassable gulfs in constitutl.onal

history," for the continuity of the evidence of economic history ·:may
prove to be better preserved than that of constitutional history ..

Thus a purely economic inquiry may nprove that more things went into
the

9

making of England' than were imported i.n the keels of the English

invaders of Britain. "L~
"I

~F.

Seebohm~

N. Y .. /London:

The English Village Community (Port Washington,

Kcnnikat Press 9 1883) ~- p. ix.,

xiv-xv.
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Seebohm also sets out the method of investigation he intends to
follow.

He will examine the "cast-off shell of the English village

community," that is, the system of common or open fields, the remains
of which st.ill survive in parishes nwhere no Enclosure Act happens

to have swept them away.u
where

11

5

One of these survivals is i.n Hitchin

men are still living who have held and worked farms under its

inconvenient rules, and who know the meaning of lts terms and eccen-~
. 1.. S. 116
(l e. taL
t r .1.C

He will then. proceed from this known and certain

evldence--this shell that can be clearly seen, whose disttnctive
marks and traits are easily :tdenti.f:f.able-.!.!to trace back the shell
by searching and watching fm::· its mark and traits as far into the

.

past as evidence can be found. 11

7

In this r::1anner, Seebohm believes,

c:m a11.:>i.v-er to the. qu.e.stion of the status of the common man at the

beginning of the English period can be found.

Using the knowledge so acquired about the shell as the key,
the inquiry will turn upon its occupant. Examining how the
mediaeval English village community in serfdom fitted it-

self into the shell, and then again working back from the
known to the unknmm, it may be possible to discern whether,
within historical times, it once had been free, or whether
8
its serfdom was as olci as its shell. ·

Seebohm 1 s exposition begins with an examination of the modern
remains of the open fields of Hitchin Manor, which_ he holds is a
5r

"d
~.,

p.- xiii.

6rbid., p. xiv ..

7rbtd.

a_!_l?_.~5!. , p. xiv.
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good example of the open field system once prevalent throughout
England.

As late as 1816 maps show that the arable land was divided

into long strips cf approximately equal size by balks of unploughed
turf, and was cultivated normally by a three·-·field crop rotation.

These fields were in recent tJ.mcs, as the manorial records show,.
those belonging to a village commun:i.ty which functioned under a

manorial .lor<lship. 9
The normal holding of the man who worked the land, the
~~illanus

was a 'yard-land' or 'virgate.'

This was not a term of

measurement y but described the bundle of land strips held by an individual worker.

The number and size of these strips was determined by

the work of the plough, and the yardland of the average villein presupposed awncrsh5_p of two oxen in the 'common plough of elgh t oxen. •

In order that each member of the plough team might sow his land
shortly after it was ploughed, a day's work was divided among them

(except for strips allocated to the lord or the churcl1).

Thus the

division of land among cultivators was not based on a notion of
equality between free men, but rather on a communal pattern of land
sharing among serfs. 10

The fact that the str.ips remained equal in

size, and were not subdivided further, as they would have been had
they been heritable, substantiated this conclusion. 11
9

rb~'i·, pp. 1-16.

IOI.
-·d
_!_J_l_:_.

\>

PPo 22ff.

llrbid.,, p. 177 ..
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Seebohm finds that this same system,.. !'the shell of serfdom--the
manor with a village community j_n villenage upon it" can be. traced

back to the time of the Domesday survey through the evidence of the

manorial and hundred rolls,. and the contemporary work Flcta. 12

Domes-

day Book itself shows clearly the existence of a servile peasantry
working the manorial. land.

The survey reve.:.1ls the existence of

108,407 ~-~}.la_~.:.' holding an average of twenty acres of land: 82,000
~~~-t-_1rii

(cottagers), holding a.bout five acres each; and 6 ,000 to

7,000 cattier tenants, holding a few scattered stri.ps in opef\ fields.
All of these were servile tenants holding in villenage.
Danelaw about

In the

23, 000 sochm<:!:!2..1!.:°!:.l3 held approximately half a million

acres, and 12, 000 )-i~.£.~~- !:._?~.:!:.:~.?- may have held another half million

4

About five million acres were in cultivation th.roughoe.t En.gland um:ler

the manorial system which

for.mt:~d

the ec.onomic base of the country¢

12Fle ta is an anonymous work, compiled. during the' reign of
Edward 1-:-·ae-s·j_gned to give landlords the legal knowledge necessary for
the management of their es tat es and courts. _!)2_.~d. , p. 45.

1 3Apparently Seebohm is referring here to ~free socmen,' who
held their land by a tenure closely related to free tenure. The
services by which they held were apt to be somewhat heavier than
those exacted of the liberi hornines. However, their personal status
is classified as 'free' and not-'S-ervile o '
These men were found throughout England, but in greater numbers in the Danelaw. The other group
of socmen were those holding by 'villein socage,t a priviledged, but
still a base tenure in that they were excluded from the king's courts
and liable for the 'work-week.' The villein socmen were found chiefly
on the Ancient Demense of the Crown. Lipson, ~=-~'1.omic I~~~-tory,
pp. 5 l-5lj..
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This was the economic condi.t:lon in which England wa·s left by
the Saxons as the result -0f the 500 years of their rule. The
agricultm:·e of England, as they left it, was carried on under
the open Held system by village communities :i.n villenage.
It was under the system of Saxon serfdom ••• that the land
was tilled throughout all those counties which the Saxons

had thoroughly conquered, with some partial exception as
regards the Danish districts
l..~!:E!. I10n~J.:!2::::~ we re sett 1 e d •

where the ~-~ch~~-ini:ti and
14

The evidence of the Anglo-Saxory. period bears out this con-

dates from the 10th century, describes the services due from the
than.l~

to the king and from the tenants in villeinage to the thane,

..

an.d shows, See.b ohm holds, the existence. of a servile commu.ni ty.

15

An examination of other Saxonic documents f a.ils to reveal the exist-

ence of the free village community at any time.

Thus the evidence

of tht: earliest Saxon or Jutish laws supports t:he. view that the Saxon

ha.rn or tun was the estate of a lord, and not of a free village community, "and that it was so when the laws of the Kenti.sh men were first
.
.
cod J....f: i c d a f·ew years a f ter th.e missJ.on
o.f

sL

Augustine.
'
.
II 16

When Seebohm reaches that critical period of English history,
the tdark agest of pre-Saxon times, he examines continental evidence
i.n an effort to determine the relationship between the Roman provincial land system, the German tribal system, and the manorial

14Seebohm; pp. 103-104.
15seebohm says the Rectitudines Singularu.'11 Pe.rso11arum ('the
services due from various- persons ' )11n1ight. be-thBvery-;.;odel from
which the form of the Domesd.ay Survey was taken. 11 _Ibid., p. 134.
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system of

England~

17

The results of this investigation lead him to

conclude that in England the open field syste.m :i.n its simpler form
predated the Roman conquest and at the smm·~ time showed many of the
chnracted.stics of the Roman villa.

He can discover no evidence of

the three-field sys tern either in Wales, proving that it -i;..;as not
common among the Celts, or in north Germany, showing that the Saxon

invaders did not bri.ng it with them.

On the other hand he finds it

to be most prevalent in those areas on the continent kno~m to have

been under Rom~n influence. 18 _
Seehohm concltJded that the influence of the Sax·ons on the

English agricultural system had not been so great as had theretofore
been held; he suggested that the invaders might have come from middle
Germany~

the

known to have been under Roman influence., as 'Well as from

north~

The existcmce of the open three-»fi.eld sys tcm (the 'shell

of serfdom') could be explained satisfactorily only by assuming that

the Germanic tribes took over that system, which they found already
in existe.nce in Britain, and mod:tfied it to suit their own needs and
limitation.

The ease with which they did this presupposes familiarity

with such a system in their own country.

It is most probable that whenever German. conquerors descended

upon an already peopled country where agriculture was carried
on as it was in Britain, their comparatively small numbers,
and still further their dislike of agri.cultural pursuit·s and
17J:b~c!_. ' pp. 252-11.ll.
18

nerc~ Scebohm relies on the works of German scholars Landau,

Hassen, and

Neitzen~

_Ibid~,

pp. 371-74,

410~
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liking for lordship, and fomiliari ty with servile. tenants in

the old country, would induce them to place the conquered people
in the position of se.rfssi as the Germans of Tacitus seem to
19
have done, making them do. the ar,riculture by customary methods.

Thus he denied those interpretations given by earlier historians to
the writings of Tacitus:

what Tacitus saw in Ger.many,. in all proh-·

ability, was not villages of freemen led by a chieftan, but servile
communities clustered on lands belonging to an overlord ..

early En:glish freedom in jeopardy in a number of ways.

He denied that
.
Tacitus'_germanla offered any proof of a free community landholding
.

system, which might have been transfer:red by invaders to Engl.and.

He

found no authority in the Anglo-Saxon laws to support the assertion of

freedom.

He refused to recognize Domesday Book as a source revealing

vestiges of .freedom or as givtng any supporttve evidence to that
theory~

He 1.dentified serfdom with the pattern of land cultivation

which predominated in

England~

This was his most devastating blow;

while earlier historians had given social and political implications
to the crazy-quilt designs of the open fields Seebohm saw there only

the work of the plough.
Strangely enough the ear.J.y Mark historians had p~ved the way for
Seebohm 's position.

The theory of the German Mark, no matter what the

ultimate verdict upon i.ts existence, was of great service "·as a work-

ing hypothesis by means of which the study of the economic problem has

19Ibid.> pp. 418-19 ..

!~8

been materially advanced.

11

Thus Seehohm expressed his indebtedness

to Maurer, Kemble, Maine, and Stubbs,,

20

More spec:f.fica11y, however,

he relied upon the studies made by Landau, Hanssen, and Heitzen of
the; open. field system found in Germany. 21

was not published until 1885.

Fustelfs work,~1e

Thus neither Fus tel nor Seebohm was

aware of the conclusions of· the other ..
Seebohm was influenced by, and in turn exerted influence upon,

contemporary historian:s wor.king on the same problem, ·and in the same
Among these were Denman Ross of Harvard University, and John.

field.

Earle of Oxford.

Ross, in a work entitled TI_:te

Ea~:Y H:!::~..9..E.Y

of Land-

from pastora'.l to a.gricultur:1l was effE~cted by me.ans of slavery.

Aecom-

panying this transition "a class of dependent freemen· or clients was
coming :i.n.to existence almost everywhere .. "

22

This class and the slaves

gradually merged to form one large class of serfs which comprised the
bulk of the population in western Europe during the early Middle
Ages.

In Tacitus' time the majority of so-ca.11.ed freemen were in

effect serfs.

While in theory these men might be politically free,
2~

they were economically bound to the land. . . .

Ross

believed that private

20 rbid_.,. p. x..:..xi.

21 Ibid_., p. xii.

22ne Ross, The Early History of Land-holding.among the Germ~

(Boston:

Soule

&lhl-gbee-;-· rns.1y-;-p-:.-y------------··-----

23Ibid., p. 128.
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ownership of land preceded common holdings, and further, that the
. t·e.nce o.f common l10 ..
] d.i.ngs _was no proo.f o.f pr1.m1.tive
. . .
exis

.
~ommunism.

24

~?~~on:.~E_J}_ocun~:._~~..:~_ (1888), disagreed with Kemble' s interpretat:i.on of

the. early Anglo-Saxon land charters,, and held they provided no evidencc for the existence of the Mark.

25

Earle held that before.

Seebohm ts work appeared there were two principal theories of the

origin of manorial rights.

These have been called the 'legal theory',

espoused by Blacks tone, and the 'historical theory' , established by

"economic and historic enquiries."
According to the legal theory, the lord of the manor is the
absolute owner of the soil, and whatever rights or benefits
the commurii ty. may enjoy l' they owe to his concession and

clemency.. According to the historical theory, on the contrary, the Maner is a degenerate transformation of the
Free commu.rti.ty, throug~r. the aggrandisement &nd usurped
pm:mrs o~ one of its m:mbers:
F7eernen of the tow~6
sh1.p having sunk down J.nto the Villeins of the Manor.

t:l:c

Earle held that Seebohm tied these two theories together by
asserting that "the Saxon i,nvader found in Britain a system of agriculture which i.s the true antecedent of the manor.''

In this position

"the legal theory triumphs .... not to the exclusion of the historical

theory, but rather by its subordination. and absorption.."
the original type is

11

For while

the Roman villa with its gang of slaves," from

this has been developed the manorial system through "the wise and

24
_rbid. ' pp. 63ff ..
25 J. Earle, A Hand··Book to the I.and Charters and' Other Saxonic
Documents. (Oxford :-Ciaw·i"don Press-;-18If8f:pP:-··-xlvff.

26Ibid. ~ p.

lvHi.
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Seebohmts critics have accused him of oversimplifying an extreme-

ly complicated subject and of. being too selecti.ve in the evidence he
used.

Specifically these criticisms have been voiced:

Fi.rst, he

failed to account for the free propri.etors who were admittedly a

necessary part of the manor.

Not all of the Germanic host c6uld have

become proprietary landlordss for there were too many of them.

28

Second, he did not. take into account variations in the field systems
found in England, but seemed to assume that the open three-field
· 1ea1 everywnere.
.
•
29
systeni pr.evai.

Third, his assumption that English

villages grew on Roman villa sites was
finds have proved..

30

erroneous~

as a,rchaelogical

Finally, he gave no adequate explanation for

the existence of the comm1mal element in the early manorial system.

31

In spj~tc of these critfcisms most historians have agreed that

the i.nterpretation Seebohm advanced was long overdue and have
acclaimed him as a pioneer in the field of economic agrarian history.
27 Ibid_*, p. xil.

28rbid., p. lx ..

29 For newer interpretat :i.ons of the open field system see: IL
Gray, English Field Systems (Cambridge., Mass.: Harvard University
Press ,-T9s~ffiC:Orwi;--&c-: Orwin~ The Open Fields (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 19 6 7); H. Finberg (ed ~) , The.Agi:":iriall1f:ts tory of England and
W~!_~~L/~__]L /~3-104~ (Cambridge.:- Un:f\7ersityPress ,197"2f:-·~--------

30The accumulated archaeological evidence of the last seve.ntyfi ve years shows that in all probabil:i. ty the. Roman villa did not
survive into Anglo-Sax.on England. Lo:i{n 1 pp. 16ff.
31

w.

J. Ashley, "The English Manor, 11 introduction to Fus tel de
Coulanges, TI1e Orig_in of Pro_pr-:_Ety i.E__!:~~<:!-' p ~ xlii.
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His work set off a flurry of scholarly research aimed at bolstering

the original thesis of the free common man, while at the same time
taking in to account the new economic point of v:Let·l o

IL

PAUL VINOGHADOFF

One of Seebohm 1 s most distinguished chalhmgers was a Russi.an
by birth, a medievalist 9 a legal historian, and a brilliant, accom-

pli.shcd scholar.

Paul Gavrilovitch Vinogradoff \•ms born on November 18,

1854,. in Kostroma,
class parents.

Russia~

the son of

orthodox~

conservati.ve, middle

Hi.s father was a teacher and a school dirr!ctor--a

civil servant of some distinction.

His mother was an. intelligent

and perceptive. woman, who early sensed her son's unusual gi.fts and

encouraged him to develop them.

Vinogradoff entered public day school

at the age of thirteen and began to read prodigiously, particularly

the works of western writers:

Macaulay, Ihering, Michelet, De

Tocqueville, and Louis Blanco

He

co~pleted

his early schooling with

distinction and was admitted to the Faculty of History and Philosophy
at the University of Hose.ow i.n 1871. 3Z

Vinogradoff 's interest in the social and economic history of
the

middl~

ages was the result of seminars, mode.led on· the German

plan, given by Professor Guerrier at the University..
32

The works of

This sketch of Vinogradoff ts life :ts taken from H. A,,, L.
11
Paul Vi.nogradof f, a Memoir, 11 The Collected Papers of Paul
Vinogradoff, ed. H. A. L. Fisher (2 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon Press,
19Tif0oi-:- I, pp. 3-7 4.
Fisher~
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Ranke and de Tocqueville impressed upon him the necessity for detaile.d
and methodical research.

A brilliar1t thesis on landed property dud.ng the age of the
Merovingians won him the gold medal and t·rns the first earnest
of his success in the field tn. which he was des tined to ,..dn

a world-wide reputationc 33

After receiving his Russian degree he was awarded a scholarsh:Lp for

graduate work at the University of Berlin where he came under the
influence of 'Theodore M.omrnscn a.nd Heinrich Brunner.

At the end of

a summer spent in Bonn studying GrHek history under A. Schaefer,

Vinogradoff rcturn.ed to Moscow to begi11 his career as a university
lecturer~

He was twenty-two years of age and already had given evidence
of tvm great qualities--··<m encyclopaedic outlook upon the
field of lavJ and hist2ry, and a capacity for mi.nute anti~u~ri· ~ft s~ho,~rsl,l."p 3+
"'i
(...A..

~.&.l.,A,

'-..

..4,..l;..A

...

:".

In 187 3 Vinogra.doff 01? tained leave from his teach:i.ng duties to
prepare hi.s master ts

thesis~

He was

convinc<i~d

that the answers to

a great many questions of medieval social history could be found only
through a better understanding of feudal origins and chose Italy as

the place to carry out his investigations.

His d:lsscrtation upon the

feudal origins of Lombard Italy was well rece:i.ved and firmly established his reputation as a notable medieval scholar.

In the same

Vinogradoff made another journey, th.is time to England, to gather

materials on the English peasant and early agrarian practices.
33 Ibid o

34..-b. i

,

~-:2~·,

p. 11..

p. 12.

This
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work was the basis of his doctoral thesis, and the degree awarded him
by the University of Moscow.,

In 1892 the work appeared in English

VinoGratlof f's early reading had awakened his political conscious-

ness and ma<le hi.m aware of the gross inadequacies of the government
of Imperial Russia.

His boyhood experiences had impressed upon him

the injustice of the deep class distinctions existin.g there arid
aroused his sympathy for the peasants and the servants whom he saw

.
d .. 35
constant.1 y nnstreate

At the University of "Moscow as a student he

found a liberal atmosphere Hwhich ·offered a strong contrast to the
education which went on in the clerical schools and colleges, and to

the political repression of an absolutist government. 1136
.As a young man, Vinogradoff felt the momentum of the
'glorious generation of the sixties,' which emancipated

• c

the serfs, created local self-government, regulated the
law courts, witnessed the birth of an independent press,
and the reconstitution of the Universities as selfgoverning
bodies~37
-·

'I1.1is movement, he felt, was not due to the influence of the Slave--

phils, who advocated that Russia look only to her own physical and
intellectual resources for her development, but to the influence of
the liberal. western nations.
reinforced this

op~nion:

His travels and his studies abroad had

he was thoroughly imbued with liberal ideas.

Vinogradof f i.,as convinced tha.t Russia could solve her internal

problems only through we.sternization of her systems of government and
35 _!.b:i.dq pp. 6-7.
36

Ib_:!:.~_.,

37 Ihid.

p. 9.
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education.

The achievement of self-government was of prima17y imper-

tance, it was the basis :ion

approached and solved . . "
'
.
lar education
o f·

t

W'hj.. ch

all other problems mi·ght be

To reach the goal of self-government popu-

h e 1 ower. c.asses
1
. 1 . 38
was essentia

He particularly

admired England ts c.onst:Ltut:.ional monarchy and her "successful combination of order with

liberty.~ •.:md

the all-prevadin.g rule of law.

1139

He believed that Russia would in time follow the English example and
establish a parliamentary government to safeguard the civil liberties
of the people. l~O
To implement his beliefs, in addition to his teaching and

r.cs<::arch, Vinogradoff worked ha.rd for governmental and educational
reform..

He was a member of the Moscow Municipal Duma and chairman

of :Lts education committee..
tary schools·.

cl~ange,

wrotE~

textbooks for. use in the elcmen.-

He was a leader in the movement to free the unive.rsi ties

from state control.
orderly

He

As a constitutional liberal he wanted to see

and to this end he supported the Zemstvo organization

and the Octobrist movement e

He had a deep faith ill the abilities of

the Russian people and was confident that in the end the path of
reason would be followed..

All of his life he was to be torn between

his loyalty to his homeiand and his frustration in the face of her
.
. titm:1ons
. ~ .
repressive
in.s
_41
38

raul Vinogradoff s

& Co., 1915), pp. 4,

76~

39Fi
,
. · sner,
pp. 9-10 .

40lb~<!· ~

p. 10.

4lrbi<l~, pp. 24ff.

Self-Go~nment

i}1

Rus~i~

(London:

Cons table
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As a full professor at the University of Moscow, Vinogradof f
was particularly anxious to see the Russian. un:ivers:l ties free of the

supervision of state agents.

The professors were not only spied

upon, but were required to submit reports to the police on the activ-

ittes of their students.

As Chairman of a Professorial Committee

Vinogradoff attempted to arrange a !_llO<l:.:E_ vive::.E!.~~!_~;etween the students
' •
1+2
and the University authon.t1es ~

His plan w.as submitted to the

Curator of the University and the Minister of Public Education; it
was summarily rejected.

Because of this. blunt rebuff and the in,

c:reasingly repressive atmosphere of the Universi.ty, Vinogradoff felt
he could no longer work effectively there, and at the end of the
term, in

1903~

he submitted his

resignation~

He. was at the height

of hi.s career and popularity; his action ere.ated. a furor among the

students and uneasiness in the administration.

In spite of this the

authorities refused to reconsider any of the proposed reforms. 43
Face·d with this unbending attitude Vinogradoff,

sensitive man, took his family and left Russia.

a:

proud and

In the spring of

1903 he arrived in England where he was welcomed by a group of distinguished men who were his warm friends and admirers.

It was due to

their influence and recommendation, as well as to his own high qualifications, that in the fall he was elected to the

Co~pus

Chair of

42J:_bid.' p. 280
4 32.!S...
1 • ,.
1·
1... , p. 29 ,• see a 1 so 'l'}
. . . l,T.
J. 1e 1..iet ""
,.ers. o f_ F re·d.erJ.c
wJ_ J....
J_am
Maitland, ed. C. IL S~ Fifoot (Carnbricige-:--Mass:· Howarcfun-lve-r-sity
-Press:l965), letter no~_,_ 373.
1

•
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Jurisprudence at Oxford.,

'111e chair had been created for Sir Henry

Maine and electi.on to it, unusual for a
honor

foreigne1~,

was a high academic

t

He continued to hope that Russia would take the middle

road~

and returned there frequently, eventually l.ecturj_ng again at the

Uni vers:l. ty of Hos cow during part of the year..

But when 1 t became

clear that the revolutionary tide could not be stemmed, he turned his
back on hls native country, and
11

j~n

1918 became a British citizen.

It is not too much to say that the Russi.an. Revolution broke his

. /f4
heart~.i ·

Although he had great admiration and respect for England,

and fn turn received honor and acclaim there--in 1917 he was knighted
by the king, Vinogradoff remained a deeply patriotic Russian who had

left his c:ountry

1:H.~cause

l:Lfe for him there ha.d become 1.mposs::Lble.

In the early days of the War his. Slavonic patriotism blazed
and inteiligihle pride he did not
care to be. interrogated about the ultimate misfortune of his

hi~i~~.From a sensitive

country ••• So much humili9tion after so many bright hopes •• :
'It is the rule of the Anti-Christ' he would say briefly and
turn ••• the conversation e:lsewhere.45
Vinogradoff was a true cosmopolitan:
and was completely a.t home ill six of them.

he spoke

tw~lve langu~ges

Many of his writings

appeared in German, French, Norse, and Italian, as well as in En.gl:ish
and his native Russian..

His lectures and his historical investigations

took him throughout Europe, to America, to India, and everytvhere he
was at home--his vast knowledge and his. outgoing personality

all cultural boundaries.
44

~·is l1er,
i•

451.· ..•

p. 59. •

-~~~~~, p.

74.

brokr~

!!In the midst of a numerous and choice
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company he had t h e appearance or- a pr i nee. n46

It is no wonder that

from the ti.me of his first stay in England he was received into the

inner circle of scholars and men of letters.

Among his friends and

close acquaintances were the intellectual elite of the day:

Albert

Dicey, \·L IL Anson, Henry Pel.ham, Si.r Frederick Pollock, Sir Leslie

Stephen, Sir Henry Maine, Ee A. Freeman, Frederic. Seebohm, and
Frederi.c Maitland.

Several of these men were working in the same field as that
covered by

Villal.naG~-~.n

England, and Vinograd.off had the opportunity

to exchange views with them during the time his work ·was in prepara-

tion.

A correspondence with Seebohm shows that while Vi.nogradoff

had great respect for him as an 'original and brj_lliant investlgator',

he disagreed with many of his conclusions.

He did not believe that

the picture of early agriculture Seebohm presented necessarily de.mantled the conclusion that the English. peasant was a serf.

Villainage in England

Vinogradoff 's writi_ngs fall into two main categories:

those

concerned with the orj,gins and development of English social and
legal history, and those concerned with jurisprudence or legal theory.
The book for which he is chiefly remembered,

Villain~~$e i1~ngla~':!_ 1

belongs to the first group and is generally considered to be his
most brilliant work.

It comprises two lengthy essays:

of the Feudal Age," and

11

"The Peasant

The Nanor and the Village Community."
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In "The Peasant. of th<~ Feudal Age." the status of the early
English peasant is examined from two points of view:

that presented

by laws and legal writings, and that shown by the manorial records.

The legal evidence is important not only because "it puts things lnto
order and shape, !I but because lawyers and legal writers constantly
struggle to analyze complex cases into const:i.tutive. elements and to
bri.ng these elements under definite principles.

There is no law ••• which does not exhibit on its logical
surface seams and scars, testifying to the incomplete
fusing together or doctrines that cannot be brought under
the cover of one principle. And so a dialectic examinatJ_on
of legal foxms which makes manifest the contradictions and
confused notions they contain ac.tually h.elps us to an
insight into the h:Lstorical strntirication of ideas and
facts, a stratification wllich cannot be abolished however
much lawyers may crave for unity and logic.4 7
Although legal writers in the 13th and 14th centuries tried

very hard

to

build a law of vHlcinage on the Roman doctrine of

slavery Vinogradoff finds "their fabric gives way at everyt point. 11

The law of villeinage cannot be constructed by equating the position
of the villein with that of the Roman slave, or of the freeman, or

of the colonatus or

ascript~~·

"It contains elements from each of

these three conditions, and it must he explained historically • 1148
Thus in:tracing the development of villeinage through court records
and legal writings, Vinogradoff finds what he believes to be vestiges
or survivals of freedom, i.nc.U.cating that in an earlier time the bulk

of English peasants were not serfs but were free.
4 7vinograd off, Vill~ina~-' pp. 12 7-28.
48lbid., PP~ 128-29.
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If we remove those strata of the law of villainage which
owe their origin to the action of the feudal system and to
the action of the Stnte~ which rises on the ruins of the
feudal system, we come upon remnants of the pre-feudal
condition. They are by no means few or unimportant, and
it is rather a wonder that so much should be preserved
notwithstanding the systematic work of conquest, feudalism,
and State.49
The manorial records supplement and vertfy the evidence presented by the legal doctm1ents.
of the manorial courts:

Among the most important are the rolls

these. form

"the stepping stones between

local arrangements and the general theories of common law .. ft

It was

here also that the ri&hts and disabilities of the villein were most
often pleaded, for the villein had no status in the common law courts.
and the unfree tenure by which he held his land received no recogniti.on there ..

In addition to the manorial rolls, various other records give
important information concerning the· actual condi.tions under which
the villeins lived and worked.

These include the manorial 'extents'

(descriptions of the administration and operation of the manor) and
royal inquiries based upon them, treatises on

farming~

:tnstructio'ns

to manorial officers, and accounts of expenditures and receipts.
These rec.ortls show there existed a variety of customs which were
followed by the different manors.
some uniformity is apparent.,

For the most part, however,

nThe varieties naturally fall·into

certain class~s and convergP. towards a few definite positions."SO
Such evidence, according to Vinogradoss, is somewhat more important
49Ibi~., pp. 133-34.
501·1·
•d
p. 139 ..
. -22._~'
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than legal rules, for these uniform customs uwere not produced by
artif i.cial arrangement from ahow-;," but were produced organically

from the actual operation of manors throughout England.51

A careful analysis of the Domesday survey shows, in Vinogradoff's
opinion, that at that ti.me the bulk of the peasantry was not c.onside.red unfree.

An assumption of original. liberty is the only basis

upon which much of the Domesday material can. be explained..

For one

thing, the survey distinguished between serfs and villeins, and notes
only a small number of the former..

This distinction is· corroborated

during the Norman period by lai:4s which treat the villein in .the same
manner as the cec:.~rl of Saxon ti.mes:

he

1s dee.me.cl 'worthy of his were
He was some ti~ies allowed

and of hi.s wi te "-..:the mark of a free man. 52

to plead in the courts against his lord:
of his

where he had been deprived

wa:z!!.£.&.~ (his plough and plough team) 5 3 and occasi.onally on
f;

the ground of a covenant between himself and his lord .. 54

Further

.the villein wa.s called to the hundred court as. a free man, even

though he was not the holder of a free tenement. 55
/\nether indication of early freedom was the protection given
the various types of base tenure:
and gravelkin.d in Kent.,

ancient dcmense, villein socage,

These tenures i.n practice escaped the rigid

classification of legal theory as free or unfree, and
51Ibid,,

52 Ibj.d., p. 66.
53Ibid .. ,. p. 74.

54rbi.d*, pp ..

·a
_.,:_::,__.,

ssn~

.

70ff.

pp .. 188fL

as a consequence
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were

SUb ject

. "l ru.l eso 56
to spec1a.

Finally, a strong presumption of

freedom prevailed in the law of this early period.

The only proof

which was accepted as conclusive evidence of villeinage was "absolute proof that the kinsfolk of the person claimed were villains by
d esc.ent ..

Its 7

In all other cases the courts mnde every effort to find

the peasant a free man; his liberty was always assumed until conelusive proof was brought against that assumption.

This open atti-

tude of the courts is not only ev-i.dence of "enlightened views, 11 but

also evidence of an "original element o.f freedom 11 which "had been
attracted into the

constitut~on

of villainage and was influencing

its legal development despite any general theory of servile
character."

58

Vtnogradoff concludes thats on the basi.s of the legal and

manorial evidence of the feudal agc, 11 the general classification of

society under the two heads of freeholders and villains is an artif i.cial and a late onee"

59

A third classification i.s necessary, that

of 'customary freeholders' , who were denied access to the royal

courts, yet whose status showed 'vestiges of freedom', and whose
rights in the land were guarded by the custom of the man.or.

These

·were the predecessors of the copyholder, who eventually was embraced
by royal justice and granted a means of protecting his interest in

56Ibid., p. 218.,

57
58

Ibid_., p. 83.
.
Ibid., p. 85.

5911 .

1

-~·,

p. 220.
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in the land superior to those available to freeholders .
. • *the feudal notion of a freehold from which the modern

notion has developed must be supplemented from the point
of vie;.,T of the historian by a more ancient form which is
hidden •.. inside the class distinction of Villainage. By
the side of the freeholder recognized by later law there

stands the villain as the customary freeholder who has
lost legal protection.60
Only by the. supposition of this 'third estate' can ''the ambiguous
position of the feudal villain!t .be clarified. 61

In his second essay, "The Manor and the Village Community, 11
Vinogradoff examines the manor a.s a social and economic unit, rely-

ing chiefly upon manorial records; cartula.ries, and the.Domesday survey as source materials.

At the head of thf: manor is the lord.> and

under him are two layers of population--the fre.eholders and the
villei.ns

c

The land which th8 man.or occupies i.s di v:i.ded into dc1nem:H?.

land, cultivated for the benefit of the lord, and the peasant_ holdings.
The admi.nistrative business of the manor is carried out· by the manorial
officers o"r servants,. who also supervise the agricultural labor and
collect the rents.

The peasant population lives in the village commun-

ity, and the lord nearby in the manor house surrounded by its own
grounds.

The center of the community is the manorial court or Hali-

mote, which. is both a tribunal and a council.

62

Vinogradoff examines in detail each of the

f~~cets

of manorial

life, particularly the open field system and the cultivation of the
land by means of intermixed strips.
60rbid.

6lrbid.

62!bfr~., pp. 223-24.

While Seebohm had insisted on
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the prevalence of the three-Held system, Vinogradoff finds that both
the two and three-field systems were

common~

He agrees with Seebohm

i.n holding that "the size and distribution of the holdings are con-

nected with the number of oxen necessary for the tillage, and its
relation to the full plough. 1163

Thus the hide is the ploughla.nd with

eight oxen, the virgate is that requiring one yoke, or two oxen, and
the bovate a single head.

Howe~er,

he opposes Seebohmfs contention

that the practice of alloting to each of the cultivators his holding
or yardla.nd in i.ntennixed strips originates in the joint use of the
plough.

Seebohm had argued that the strips into which the land was

ploughed were divided among the men who furnished the oxen and the
plough, in an order of predetermined successlon on the basis of each
day ts work.

The

y.:trd~and

of the average villein presupposed owner-

ship of two oxen in the 'common plough of eight oxen. '

64

Vinogradoff objects to this explanation on several grounds.
First, the intermixing of strips is a "universal feature" which

ca.nnot be connected with such a r'special instrument" as the eight-

oxen plough.

In central Russia, for example, sttip intermixing is

common though the tilling there is normally done with only one horse.
Second, large land holdings of a hide or more, if Seebohm's explanation is to be follo,.;ed, would be cultivated in one· block, and not
intermixed

G

Third, this line of reasoning would lead to the conclu-

sion that the holder of a virgate, which was the normal holding of a
6 3Ibid., p. 25 2.
6l+_Sul2_!'a, p •. 43.
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villein, always
65
ten a. . . ntq.
~~ H

ence$

0

s tood in conj ui1ction with a sequence of three other

,.,..I
•
• ff
l 1e f acts, \T 1nograc10

says~

d o not support t l ns
• in
· f er-

Finally:

The observation that the peasantry are commonly provided with
small ploughs drm.m by four bQasts ruins Sec~bohm' s hypothesis
entirely., One would have to suppose that most fi.elds were
divided into two parts, as the majority of the tenements
are yardlands wi.th half a team. 66
Vinogradoff is certain that the distribution of the land in
intermixed strips could only have been due to the desire to establish
an equality among the peasants ttas to the quantity and quality of the
land assigned to them in spite ·of all differences in the shape, the

posj_tion, and the value of the soil. " 67

The system was n.ot an effi-

ci.ent method of cultivation and would never have been maintaine.d on

the basis of practicality alone.

It reveals rather "the framework of

a peasant community that has swerved fr.om the path of its original
development. n68

It is a stage in the development of landholding

.customs--from communal to private property ..
Vinogradoff's examination of the manorial system leads him to
the same general conclusion he reached from his study of the peasant:
"survivals" point to "a more ancient order. of things," quite incompatible wlth manorial husbandry--an earlier free village communlt:y ..
Among these, in addition to the open fi.elds themselves. are the rights
65

vinogradoff, p.

66 _!bid., p. 254.

67Ibid.
68IbJ.d., p .. 403.

252~
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of common usage of the pasture, the meadow,. and the waste.

"These ....

carry us back to practices which must have originally applied to
arable also. 11

69

In the farm-·system, tha.t :i.s ~ the practice of supply-

i.ng the manor with food as rent in lieu of services, an.other vestige

of former freedom can be. found..

For tenure based on food rent, which

later developed into money reot 9 is not servile
socage.,

tenure~

but free

Further the exi.stence of free soca.ge and servile tenure

side by side "is a strong argument for the

bt~lief

that free socagc

must not be considered merely as an emancipated servile tenure.u

70

In a li.ke manner the existence of free virgate:s mixed with $ervile
ones indicates "that in many cases the shares of the community were
originally distributed among free people w·ho had nothing or little

·11

to do with manorlal work. 11 '

Finally, in the r-c.quirerne.nt that free-

hold tenants are a necessary part of a manor if it is to be recognized
as a legal unit with its m·n1 court, Vinogradoff sees unmistakable
evidence. of original freedom.

n

All of these survivals: indicate that.

"the manorial element is superimposed on the communal and not the
foundation of it.

1173

Jillai.n~ge i.n

Engiand was well received at the ti.me of its pub-

1.i.cation, and was described as both brilliant and erudi.te.
6 9 _!_bid.' p. 404.
70Ibid., p. 311.

71 r

· 1 p. 352
~~-·'

72.!.l.,_.!..t!.

'

pp. 385ff.

73.!bid.' p. 408.

Its
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conclusion was one most English scholars we.re anxious to confirm,,
particularly after having bee.n.

usome~vhat:

rudely shaken from .•• liberal

dogmatism by F .. Seebohm 's brilliant but paradoxical contention that

English freedom was rooted in Roman slavery. 11
praised

V!_llai~!l!::~C:.

7 lt-

Later writers have

for its careful descriptl.on and analysis of manorial

life and institut:i.ons in the 13th and 14th centuries..

M.any of these

write.rs have contended,, however, thatVinogradoff's interpretation of
the anomalies he found as survivals of a former state of freedom is
.
ev .•L d en.ce. 75
f_ar f etc. I1e d , b ase d on a preconcept i on rat i.1er t l1an on f irm

Vinogradoff wrote two other books designed to supplement

deavored to sum up and harmonize writings of Seebohm, Round, Ashley,
Maitland, and others on the legal and economic aspects of the manor.

This was a necessary task, he felt, because "the manor is the master
key to the understanding of medieval England ••• It ls the Medieval
analogue corresponding to the ancient civitas. 1176

~:!_lgli~ Socie~~

the Eleventh Century (1908), a commentary on the Domesday survey? is
a detailed and complicated work, directed to the specialist rather
than to the general reader.

In the second essay, "Land and People,"

Vi.nogradof f reemphasized his hypothesis of the free element in early
Engli.sh society and stressed his contention that "the problem of the

social origins of England cannot be solved unless that element is
74F·
l
p. 22 •
. 1s1er~

75 Ashley, Surveys, p. 59; Stephenson, p. 272, fn. 34.
76Fisher ~ p. 36.
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given due weight. " 77
Vinogradoff 's later years were devoted to the first two volumes
of what was to be a comprehensive survey of comparative law, entitled
Outlines of Historical Jurisprudence.
its completion.
articles.
Eur~pe

His untimely death prevented

He was the author of many other shorter books and

Among these two must be mentioned:

Roman Law in Medieval

(1909) is still the main.work in English on the influence of

Roman law in the Middle Ages.

The short article t!Folkland, !t pub-

lished in the English Historical Review, January, 1893, completely
demolished the widely held theory· that Anglo-Saxon f olkland was
communal or public land.

Vinogradoff showed it to be, instead) family

or inheritable land held other than by book or loan.

III.

FREDERIC MAITLAND

The man who held Vinogradoff 's highest regard, both as a
scholar and as a personal friend, was Frederic William Maitland.
Their friendship began in the early pa.rt of 188/_. during Vinogradof f's
first visit to England, and their close association continued until
Maitland's death in 1906.

They had much in common--both were legal

scholars, historians, and medievalists; they became invaluable to each
other as supporter.s and as critics.
English version of

Villaina~e

It was Maitland who read the

as it was being written,

~10

criticized

its contents and smoothed out Vinogradoff 's then somewhat rough
77P. Vinogradoff~ English Society in the Eleventh Century
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1908), p. 479.
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English; 78 and it was Maitland who pushed hardest to secure for
Vinogradoff a teaching position in England. 79

On basic questions they

were generally in agreement, "though their opinions differed on many
lesser issues.
Maitland was born in 1850 into a family of lawyers and scholars.
The names of his father and both his grandfathers appear in the British 'hall of fame,' The Dictionary of National Biography. 80

Like his

father and paternal grandfather before him, Maitland attended Trinity
College, Cambridge, was called to the Bar, and practiced law for
several years.

Ile specialized in conveyancing, a highly technical

branch of law; and this training stood" him in good stead when, as a
historian in later years, he found it necessary to interpret early
English land deeds and charters as source material.
The wr"iti.ngs of Savigny and Stubbs had interested Maitland in
legal history while he was still a student, and he soon perceived that
he had a 'historical' rather than a 'legal' mind.

A conversation with

Vinogradoff on one of Leslie Stephen rs 'Sunday· tramps' about the
'treasures awaiting examination in. the Public Record Office' strengthened Maitland's detennination to abandon the practice of law for
78Fisher, p. 20; Maitland, Letters, nos. 56, 62.
791n 1895 when Vinogradof f first made inquiries about a position
in England, Hait land wrote his brother-in-law H. A. L. Fisher: 11 I
wish to heaven that I were prime minister at this moment! I would risk
a war to put P. V. in the vacant chair." (The reference was to a
vacant chair in Modern History at Cambridge, which Vinogradoff did not
secure4) Maitland, Letters, no. 149.
80The material used here is taken largely from C. H. S. Fifoot,
Frederick William Maitland, a Life (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971).
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historical study.

81

It was a decision he never regretted for it

enabled him to develop his unique abHities to their fullest.

He

became a Reader of English Law at Cambridge in 1884, and was advanced
to Downing Professor of the Laws of England in 1888.
position he held for the rest of his life.

This was the

From 1898 until his death,

poor health necessitated his spending part of every year in the Canary
Islands in order to avoid the cold, damp English winters.

There he

continued his writing, returning each summer to Cambridge to fulfill
his professorial duties.

By nature Maitland was a kind, diffident man.

He was. genuinely

interested in others working in his field, anxious to encourage budding
historians, and slow to criticize less capable wrfters, believing that
the man and his pride were always more important than a deserved, but
hurtful comment.

On

the other hand, he was a severe judge of his own

work and received the critical comments of others with an objectivity .
. rarely found among writers. 82

His ability "to formulate the right ·

questions" and his "gossamer prose" made him an institutional historian
without peer; obtuse and complicated subject matter became clear under
his light touch.

Sir Frederick Pollock once said, '11aitland commanded

the dry bones to live, and henceforth they are alive.n
MaHland insisted on 'historical-mindedness. 184

83

Above all

For him the history

of law was the history of ideas, and in this area particularly the

81 Fifoot, p. 58ff.
82

Mai.tland, Letters, no. 200.

83Quoted in Ma it land, _Selected Writ in gs, p. 45.
84tfaitland, "Historical Mindedness, 11 Selected Writin~, pp. 46-80.
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historian must use extraordinary care to avoid anachronism.
Everywhere the investigator finds himself compelled to deal
with ideas which are not the ideas of modern times. These
he has painfully to reconstruct, and he cannot do so without
calling in question much of the traditional learning.85
When the short span of time Maitland had to devote to historical
studies is considered the amount and the quality of his work seems
not only remarkable, but incredible.

His name appeared for the first

time in the literary search room of the Record Office in February,

1884, and his first important work, Pleas of the Crown for the County
of Gloucester, was finished in August of that year.

Between that date

and 1906 he published a number of ·books, many i.mportant articles, book
reviews, and other writings..

In addition he edited a munber of rnanu-

scripts, including eight of the twenty-one publications of the Seldon
Society, of which he wa.s a founder.

At the sa1;ic

ti~c

he was fulfilling

his duties as a Professor of Law at Cambridge.
Among his many works only a few can be mentioned here.

Essays

such as th·e "Introduction to Memoranda de Parliamento" (1893), "Township and Borough" (1897), "CP.-.-rnership in the Old English Community"

(1898), and those on the persona ficta (1899-1903) led to small historical revolutions in the areas with which they dealt.

Some of his

best known books are Brae ton's Note Book (1887); his definitive work,
The History of English Law be fore the Time of Edward I (1895), coauthored with Frederick Pollock, though Maitland wrote almost all of
its two large volumes; Domesday Book and Beyond (1897); Roman Cannon
85The Collected Papers of Frederick William Maitland, Vol .. II,
p. 8, quoted i.n

}1aitfru1.<l,

Selected Writings, p. 3'*·
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Law in the Church of England (1898); and the Life and Letters of
Leslie Stephen (1906).
Many of the conclusions Maitland reached regarding early English
history have been proved wrong by later historians.

The measure of

his greatness was not so much in making new discoveries as in opening up new fields and pointing the way to later historians.

Thus some

of the theories he advanced in Domesday Book and Beyond have been discarded by modern investigators, but nonetheless it remains one of the
great fundamental books of English history.

86

It is in this book that

he most clearly advocated the Germanist point of view of original
English freedom.

In the preface he admits the work is a partial

answer to Seebohm' s thesis, and expresses the hope that he will re-

ceive further support from Vinogradoff in the form of a sequel to
Villainage.

With a characteristic li.ght touch he adds:

When that sequel comes ••• my provisional answer can be forgotten. One who by a few strokes of his pen has deprived
the English nation of its land, its folk-land, owes us
some reparation.87
Before the writing of Domesday Book and Beyond Maitland had
declared his position as a Germanist and with the publication of The
History of English Law his rejection of the idea of any strong Roman
influence on English institutions was clear.

There he pointed out that

the Roman element in English law had come not before the Teutonic

86

H. E. Bell, Maitland (Cambridge, Mass.:
Press, 1965), pp. 32-33. ~87

F. W. Maitland, Domesday Book and

supra, p.

6 7.

Be:ton~~,

Harvard University
pp. 5-6.

See
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invasions, but much later with the establishment of the Roman church
in the late 6th century.
There is no trace of the laws and jurisprudence of imperial
Rome, as distinct from the precepts and traditions of the
Roman church, in the earliest Anglo-Saxon documentse Whatever is Roman in them is ecclesiastica1.88
That the church itself had to make a new conquest of England is
clearly established.

In the light of this discontinuity of Roman

influence on the church Maitland was convinced it was even less likely that civil institutions survived the invasions.

It is difficult to believe that civl.l institutions remained
continuous in a country where· the discontinuity of ecclesiastical affairs is so pointedly marked, and in an age when the
Church was far more stable and compact than any civil institution whatever.89
The greater part of Domesday Book and Beyene!. was written to be

included in ·The History of English Law, but for several reasons it
was not. 90

Thus much of the material is legally oriented, although

its main concern is with social history in general.

Maitland uses

Seebohm's method of investigation, that of proceeding backwards from
the more plentiful materials of English history in the 12th and 13th
centuries·to the earlier periods.

His starting point is Domesday

Book, and from there he ·goes to the laws and charters of the Saxon
period, which are,. in his opinion, the only materials available to
illustrate five hundred

ye~rs

of legal history.

88

. 't1
F. H. Pollock and F. W. Maitland, The History of English Law
Before the Time of Edward ·r (2 vols.·;. 2nd ed.; Can:ibridge: University
Press, 1952), Vol. I, p •. xxxii.
·

89 Ibid.
9011aitland, Domesday Book, p. S.
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The book is composed of three essays.

In the first, ''Domesday

Book," Maitland examines and analyzes the survey itself.

One of his

conclusions is that the book was primarily a geld or tax book, rather
than a register of title, a feodary, a custumal, or a rent roll. 91
In this opinion he was supported by the contemporary historian John
Horace Round, and their thesis was generally accepted for almost fifty
years.

More recent studies, however, present fairly conclusive evi-

dence that this interpretation was erroneous, as was its corollary
that "a manor is a house against which a geld is charged."

92

In the second essay, "England before the Conquest," Maitland
develops his thesis of a free peasantry.

It is his view that the

manorial system was not fully developed in England until after the
Norman Conquest.

Prior to that tima free peasants were in the major-

ity, though there were several classes with different degrees of freedom, holding land by various kinds of tenure.

He traces the gradual

suppression of the peasants, beginning in the Anglo-Saxon period:
the creation of book.land and loanland, by the loss of folkland,

?Y

by
the

grant of _sake and soke to lords by the king, by the growing poverty
of the peasant and his consequent commendation to a lord.

This

suppression, he finds, was accelerated by the Norman conquerors.
91 Ib id • , p • 25 •

92

v.

H. Galbraith, The Making of Domesday Book (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963); R. W. Finn, The Domesday Inquest and the Making of
the Domesday Book (London: Longmans, 1961).
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Maitland refuses to accept the theory that the English manor
can be traced back to the Roman villa and he questions Seebohm's use
. evi.d ence. 93
o f muc h o·f l11s

The Saxons, in his opinion, invaded

England in numbers too large to ennble them all to become
tute Roman landlords over a subservient Celtic population.
11

substiFurther,

the English language and the names of our English villages are the

unanswered protest" against such a theory.

94

He rejects arguments

advanced by Seebohm based on the evidence of the open fields that
servile conditions predominated.

Without going into the technical-

ities of early agriculture he asserts that the open fields were not
Celtic nor Roman in origin, but were "purely and typically German. 1195

He feels that the-economic historians have not been able to present
any logical argument based on field patterns.

He adds a humorous

comment:
I cannot but think that Fustel de Coulanges knew his business
thoroughly well, a.nd that i f the German is to be taught his
proper and insignificant place, the less that is said of inter- ·

mixed 'strip-holding' the better, though to ignore it utterly
was, even in France, a bold course.96
It was Maitland's contention that the free village community

was agrarian and not political:

that it had no assembly or court,

93 For example, Maitland holds that the Rectitudines Singularum
Pe:_~sonarum (see supra, p. 45, fn. 15) may not be much older than the
Norman Conquest, and further that it reveals clearly that a variety
of free classes existed at that time. Domesday Book, pp. 383ff.
94 Maitland, Domesday Book, p. 266.
95

~faitland cites Meitzen in support of this statement, whereas

Seebohm cites him for the opposing position. Supra, p. 46, fn. 18.
For an evaluation of Heitzen' s work see Dopsch-:-pp:- lllff.
96Maitland

'

Domesday Book, p. 395, fn. 1.
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and no legal entity. 97

He disagreed with those historians, including

Vinogradoff, who asserted that the earliest form of property ,.;;:s
community property.

He rejected both the notion of a primitive cor-

porate body of freemen as owners of the land, and the idea of the
state as owner.
No one who has paid any attention to the history of law is
likely to maintain with a grave face that the ownership of
land was attributed to fictitious persons before it was
attributed to rnen.98

The evidence rather points to co-ownership of the land by members of

the community.

Co-ownership, however,

is

not community ownership;

it is instead oimership by a number of individuals of an undivided
interest in a common piece of land.

The meadows, the pasture, the

waste were, in his opinion, held in this fashion both among the Germans
and in early· England.

In making historical judgments of this kind

it is important, Maitland points out, to consider carefully the men-

tality of early man.
The task of reconstructing ancient ideas is hazardous, and can
only be accomplished little by little ••• If, for example, we
introduce the 'persona ficta' too soon, we s,hall be doing
worse than if we armed Hengest and Horsa with machine guns
or pic9~red the Venerable Bede correcting proofs for the
press.
n1e third essay, "The Hide," is an attempt to define that
important and

ever~illusive

term, so essential to the interpretation

of English medieval documents.

Maitland choses the large hide of

97 0n this point Maitland was clearly in the minority.

98:tfaitland, Qomesday Book, p. 398.
99 Ibid., p. 415.
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120 acres as his preference.

This choice is important to his thesis

of the movement of the peasantry from freedom to serfdom, for such a

large holding would rarely belong to a serf or semi-servile col~nu~_.lOO
Almost immediately this definition of the hide was questioned and it
has never been widely accepted.lOl
In spite of the attacks upon Domesday Book and Beyond, often
made with weapons which Haitland himself furnished, its basic impertance remained unchallenged; nor did support for its central theme-the freedom of the early peasantry--diminish.
a member of the English

historica~

Sir Frederick Pollock,

school of law along with Maitland

and Vinogradoff, was another strong Germanist.

102

.

In a work published

in 1883 on the land laws he assumed a position much like that of

Kemble and Stubbs.103

He believed in the early co-ownership of the

land, indicating the existence of a free peasant connnunity similar to
that described by Tacituc.104

Like Vinogradoff he found survivals of

this system in the intermixed fields, village greens, and other rights
lOOBell, p. 31.
101vinogradoff, The Growth of the Manor (London: George Allen &
Unwin, 195.1), p. 157; J. Tait, "Large and Small Hides," English
Historical Review, XVII (April, 1902), pp. 280-82.

102 Five years older than Maitland, Pollock's name preceeded
Maitland's as co-author of The History of English Law. His actual
contribution to that work was quite small, n~ mo-r:than one-tenth of
the total volume, and with the quality of that part Maitland was dissatisfied. }Iaitland, Letters, no. 109. In spite of the fact that
his enthusiasm for the wo~soon flagged, Pollock refused to accept
Haitland's offer to release Pollock. from the commitment. He did not
at any time suggest that Naitland be credited with· the major contribution, and Maitland never insisted upon it in spite of his friends'
urging. Fifoot, pp. 137ff.
103F. H. Pollock, The Land Laws (London: Macmillan & Co., 1883).
104rbid., PP. 187 ff.
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in common--pasture, waste, and wood.
Pollock disagreed with the legal theory enunciated by Blackstone
and other legal writers holding that these lands belonged to the lord,
who granted their tenants the priviledge of using them.
A great many of the manors now or formerly existing represent
ancient communities in which, little by little, the authority
of the commtmity was engrossed by the most considerable man in
it, until he became the lord and the other landholders became
hi.s dependents .105

This change was accomplished by means of "a long series of encroachments and fictions" used by lords and lawyers acting in the interest
of the lords, in order to make the people believe "the" lord~ s will was
the origin of those ancient customary ·dgh ts which before were ab so1u t e.

11106

Pollock's teaching and his writings which appeared through-

out his long life (he .lived to be: ninety-one years of age) undoubtedly were influential in the continued acceptance of the thes:i.s of the
early free village community.

IV..

WILLIAM ASHLEY

Although the majority of historians of this period agreed with
the tenets of the Germanist school Seebohm had a few supporters.

Two

of these, Denman Ross and John Earle, have already been mentioned, 107
but perhaps the staunchest and most outspoken was William James
Ashley, an economist and an economic historian.

1osrbid., p. 41.
106rbid., p. 47.
107 supra, pp. 48-49.

Strongly influenced
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by the German economic thought of his day, he was the man chiefly
responsible for introducing that thought to the English speaking
world.

His studies, however, convinced him of the Roman origin of

the English manor.
Of the group of historians we have considered, Ashley's back-

ground was that least likely to produce a university tutor.

He was

born in London in 1860, of middle class parentage--his father was a
journeyman hatter "who plied his trade with difficulty in an age of
. d in
. d ustry. .,108
mech anize

The atmosphere of hard work, economic in-

security, and puritanism of his youth impressed upon· Ashley the reality of economic problems and imbued him with strong religious convictions.

He distrusted the theories of economists whose lives rarely

touched the working classes about whom they wrote.

His evangelical

upbringing gave him a sense of duty toward the men who toi.led and
sweated for their bread, and aroused in him a determination to employ
his scholarshi.p on their behalf.
Ashley received his early education at two small private s<;.hools
in Southwark.

On his second attempt he was awarded a scholarship to

Balliol, Oxford, where he took a first prize in history.

Unable to

obtain a suitable position he lived at Oxford from 1881 to 1885,
eking out a living as a coach and tutor.
Without money, without family influence, without social experience and poise, he made four unsuccessful attempts to secure a
fellowship at one of the colleges. Not until 1885, when he

lOB Janet MacDonald, "Sir Willia.m Ashley (1860-1927)," B. E.
Schmitt (ed.), Some Historians of Modern Europe (Port Washington,

N. Y.:

I<ennikat- Press,

i9l+2.f;-·-p.

21.
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was elected a fellow of Lincoln College, was he able to
enter his chosen profession.109
His interest in history was stimulated at Oxford by the works of
Stubbs, and the lectures of Arnold Toynbee, who introduced him to the
classical economists.

Between the years 1880-1884 he made visits to

Heidelberg, where he fell under the influence of German economists
Karl Gustav Knies and Gustav Schmoller.
In 1888 he left England to accept a position as professor of
political economy at Toronto.

While there he wrote his best known

work, An Introduction to English Economic History and Theory (1883-93).
His later teaching positions were at Harvard, as the first holder of
the Chair of Economic History in any country, from 1892 to 1901,' and
at the University of Birmingham where he went in 1901.

While Ashley

was pleased to obtain an academic post in England, it was not the
kind of position in which he could continue the work he had been doing.
His tasks at Birmingham were more practical than scholarly:
responsible for transforming "abstract economics into

he was

something

realistic and adapted to commercial needs" and for the organization
of the first school of commerce in Britain.110

With the publication of The Tariff Problem in

1903~

a presenta-

tion of the case for a protective tariff policy, Ashley achieved a
reputation as an expert in this field.

He was convinced that adoption

of the tariff was necessary for the welfare of the working man.

He

109rbi~., p. 23.
llOw. R. Scott, "Memoir:
~eview,

Sir William Ashley," Economic History
Series I, Vol. I (1927), pp. 320.
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condemned the classical economists for their support of laissez faire
and the fiction of 'freedom of contract.'

Since they lacked experien-

tial knowledge of the conditions existing in industry and commerce,
such theoreticians had no way of judging whether or not their doctrines were actually beneficial to the people.

As a result of his

work in this area, and for his work during the war, Ashley was asked
to serve on a number of important governmental committees and commissions on taxat:i.on, industry, and trade, and as a reward for his
services to the government he was knighted in,1917.111
These activities took up so much of Ashley's time that during
the latter part of his life they overshadowed his career as a scholar.
He has been characterized as a man with a brilliant mind, capable and
interested in scholarly work, but tempermentally unsuited to nthe
contemplative life--a man of action and drive who needed more room
for his energies than the library and the classroom provided. 111 1 2
Some of Ashley's historical work represents the results of
original research, but more is based on recognized secondary
authorities or is a snythesis of the writings of other
scholars, and the first decade of his maturity gave ~romise
of a greater scholarly future than he ever achieved. 13
Ashley himself offered a more simple explanation for his choice of
a career--financial need.

A chair which might have paid a salary

commensurate with his needs was not available in his speciality in
England, and he did not want to spend his life abroad.
lllrbid.
112 rhid., p. 321.
113MacDonald, p. 20.
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Ashley's works fall into two principal groups:

those on

historical problems of an economic nature, and those concerned with
contemporary economic situations.

In the latter group are such works

as The R~_lr?ad Strike of 1894_ (1895); The Tariff Problem (1903);

and The War and Its Economic

Aspect~

(19ll•).

In addition to

Economic Historr_, the former group includes The Economic

Et:~J~lis~

Organizati~_g_

of England (1914); Bread of Our Forefathers (1927); and "The English
Manor," an introductory chapter to Fustel's The Origin of Property in
Land (1891).

A collection of forty-five of his essays were published

in one volume entitled Surveys, Historic and Economic (1900).

Several

of these are concerned with medieval agrarian problems, and a number of
others are devoted to evaluation and criticism of other works in this
field, including those of Seebohm, Vinogradoff, and Maitland.
In spfre of the relative paucity of his writings, Ashley achieved
a recognized place among economic historians, based primarily upon
his English Economic History.

This work was a pioneering effort in.

English speaking countries and tied him closely to the histori.cal
.
. Germany. 114
sch oo1 o·f economics
in

The doctrfoes of this school

were first enunciated in the mid-19th century by Wilhelm Roscher,
Bruno Hildebrand, and Karl Knies, and were fully developed after 1870

114rt has been said of Ashley, however, that he was never an
adherent of any·school of history or economics: nsuch an allegiance
would have been impossible for a man with his distrust of theories."
MacDonald, p. 25.
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by a group of which Gustav Schmoller was the leader. 115

The movement

represented a "violent reaction 11 against the classic economics of
Adam Smith and David Ricardo; it reflected very strongly the influence of IIcgelian philosophy; and its tenets were closely related to
those of the historical school of law which had flowered somewhat
earlier under the leadership of Savigny.

All members of the historical

school were united in their insistence upon the need for governmental
intervention in the economic system, hence were opposed to the policy
of laissez faire.
Ashley's position was not as extreme as that of the Germans,
and though he admired Schmoller and held him in highest regard as
his former teacher, he disagreed with many of his beliefs.
own work "reflects eclecticism and balanced scholarsh:i.p. 11116

Ashley's
He

sought to bring economics into the mainstream of history, and history
to bear on the study of economics, in the conviction that each discipline would benefit thereby.

He held that two causes had "gradually

modified the character of economic science."

These two causes were

"the growing importance of historical studies and the application
11

115For a summary of the "historical school of economics, see:
J. F. Bell, A History of Economic Thought (New York: Ronald Press
Co., 1953), pp. 329-58; L. H. Haney, History of_ Economic Thou_ght (New
York: Macmillan Co., 1967), pp. 537-Sl; E. Heinann, History of
Economic Doctrines (London: Oxford University Press, 1945), pp. 177183.
1163. F. Bell, p. 355.
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to society of the idea of evolution." 117
In the development of Ashley's description of the progress of
English economic history the question !!whether that history began
with a population of independent freemen or with a population of
dependent serfs" becomes important. 118

Because there are no records

of the beginnings of English history the question may never be conelusively answered, but in his opinion some speculations are more
soundly based than others.

A view of the problem based on an under-

standing of the ilth century manor in all of its aspects is more
important than one based on an analysis of small details and isolated
situatfons.

Thus he is critical of the methods used by Vinogradoff

and Maitland, and.to some extent that used by Seebohm, though he
agrees with Seebohm's conclusion.
In English Economic History Ashley describes the manor as the
earliest economic institution for which concrete evidence exists.

His

description is based on custumals and rentals; the legal materials,. he
holds, only serve to distort the picture "because [legal] definitions
throw a fallacious veil of uniformity over widely differing circumstances. 11119

He finds that in the 11th century the whole of the

central part of England was covered with manors of substantially the
same character.

This, he believes, is proof that there were no

117w. J. Ashley, An Introduction to English Econor11ic_I:!_!st_ory
an_d Th~~ (2 vols.; 2nd ed:-;- London: Longmans & Co., 1892), Vol. I.
pp. ix, x.
ll8Ashley, "The English Hanor," p. vii..

ll9Ashley, English Economic History, p. 20.
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original free communities.

Had there been, some of these should have

survived, or at least a number of intermediate stages should be discernible--cases in which the lord used his servants to cultivate
the demense and only presided over a court for the other tenants;
cases where nhe received suit and rent without labor"; and others where
only occasional labor services were. rendered.

"We should not expect,

on the theory of the gradual fall of free communities, that the services of the tenants would be so burdensome, and so uniformly the
same. 11120

Thus the freemen of the late middle ages were not survivals

of a free village community but e!flancip.ated villeins. 121
Seebohm's explanation of the existence of the three-field
system in England as being either pre-Roman or a Roman survival does
not satisfy Ashley completely, and he feels there are many aspects of
the problem which need to be explored .122

He finds, however, that the

strip system is easily accounted for on the basis of Welsh laws,
"applicable to an earlier social stage than any of which we have
documentary evidence among the English," which regulate common
ploughing.
These lay down that every year the first strip that is ploughed
shall be allotted t9 the ploughman, the next to the irons (i.e.
to him who had furnished the ploughshare, etc.) , the next to
the first oxen, the driver and the plough (i.e. the carpenter
120Ibid .. , p. 15.
12lsee: W. Ashley, "The Character of Villein Tenure," Annals
of the American Academy of Political and Socia.1 Science, I (1890-91),
pp. 412-25.
1 22 supra. pp. 45-47.
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who made and repaired it). Thus he who furnished one ox
would have one strip out of every ten or so; those furnishing two, twice as many.123
In his essay on nThe English Nanor," Ashley discusses the validity of the Mark theory.
logic:

Here his method is primarily one of internal

he marshals the arguments in favor of the theory and attempts

to show that they are logically inconsistent, though he concludes that
even Fustel failed to consider all of the pertinent factors.

Relying

chiefly on Fustel's work, Ashley's first contention is that definite
proof of the existence of the Mark on the continent has never been
made.

Second, even if the Mark existed in Germany there is no evidence

that it ever became established in Engiand.

Finally, he holds that

the method of 'comparative custom,' suggested by Maine, fails to
verify the presence of an institution similar to the Hark either in
Germany, Ind.ia, or Russia.
In favor of the continuity of Roman influence in Britain he
contends, first, conditions on the continent were a direct continuity
of conditions that had prevailed under Roman rule.
11

Second, since

the English manorial system was substantially, and in most of its

details, similar to that which prevailed during the Middle Ages in
Northern France and Western Gennany" it may be naturally concluded
that "what was true of the Continent is true also of England."

124

Finally, field patterns provide firm evidence of the influence of
Rome, for since the English did not have the three field system in

123

Ashley, English Economic History, p. 16.

124Ashley, "Tiie English Manor, 11 p. xxviii.
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their homeland, they cannot have brought it with them to Britain. 125
In summing up the problem Ashley states:
In the mediaeval manor there were two elements, the 'seigneurial.!
the relations of the tenants to the lord; and the 'conununal' the relations of the tenants to one another. The mark theory
taught that the seigneurial was grafted on to the communal.
The value of the work of ~'1. Fustel de Coulanr-es and of Mr.
Seebohm is in showing that we cannot find a time when the
seigneurial element was absent; and also in pointi.ng to reasons, in my opinion conclusive, for connecting that element
with the Roman villa.126
It is Ashley's view that while the" demise of the Hark has been sufficiently proved, and the continuity of Roman influence adequat;ely
demonstrated, there remains yet to be solved the mystery of the
connnunal element.

Tilis question must be approached from "both sides

of the sub ject--the economic as well as the constitutional and legal':l27
Tiie economic point of view has too long

neglected.

Ashley has been criticized chiefly for relying too heavily upon
the writings of Fustel and Seebohm in his analysis of the manor as
an economic unit.

His work in the field remains important, however,

for he was the first to offer the point of view of a man trained.both
in economics and history.

Recent economic historians tend to agree

with his conclusions. 128
The historians discussed here by no means exhaust the list of
those who have taken sides on the issue of the origin of property and
12s1b id. , p. xxx.

126Ibid., pp. xli-xlii.
1 2 7rbid., xliii.

128Fi.nberg, p. 401.
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the status of the common man in early medieval times.
that the issue can ever be fully resolved:

what is remarkable is the

earnest concern of historians with it--even today.
text,

Anglo-~axon Eng_~and

It is doubtful

In a widely used

(1943), the second volume of the Oxford

series on English history, Frank M. Stenton finds in a passage from
In.e's laws proof not only of the existence of the open fields in the
7th century, hut also proof that

0

the tenant is clearly. a free man. nl29

On the other hand H. P. R. Finberg, in !he Agrar:i.an

l~istor_x

I~!_~d

of

and Wales (1972), holds the evidence of the open fields. denies such
a theory and calls upon historians to cease "reading ·history backwards," and to proceed instead from the contemporary evidence offered
by the land.

130

How can we account for such differences of opinion?

To deter-

mine why a man thinks as he does is indeed a. difficult task.

The

clues lie in his background, in the general milieu in which he lives,
and in the way he reasons.

In the case of our four 19th century

historians the search will begj_n by examini.ng the varying ideas

~nd

ideologies of the Victorian Era of which they were all a part, and
proceed from there to more specific points of differentiation.

129 Stent on, pp. 309-10; sup~, p. 6.
l30Finberg, p. 401; supra, pp. 5-6.

CHAPTER IV
THE VICTORIAN ERA:

IDEOLOGY AND INFLUENCE

Frederic Seebohm was born in 1833 and William Ashley died
in 1927.

Thus a span of almost a century was covered by the lives

of Seebohm, Vinogradoff, Maitland, and Ashley.

It was one of the

most momentous centuries in all of England's history:

it witnessed an

unprecedented rise in.prosperity and world power and saw the'beginning
of decline in greatness; it produced social and governmental reforms,
known as the Victorian compromise, which was England's answer to violent revolution; itsaw scientific and intellectual development leading to drastic changes in man's view of himself and his God.

For

most of the century England had a sovereign, Queen Victoria (18371901), whose name has become a household word characterizing the era.
This was the common environment which each historian we have
discussed shared to some extent with his fellows.

There were, however,

wide differences in the more intimate details of their social backgrounds, differences of family,education, religion, politics, and in
the case of Vinogradoff, of national origin.

How, if at all, did these

differences affect their opinions and judgments?
this question is that of methodology.

Closely related to

Did the particular historical

method used affect the conclusions they reached?
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I.

POLITICS AND IDEAS

All of the important works of the historians who are the subject
of this study were produced in the latter part of the 19th century,
after 1870--the 'late Victorian era.'

In looking for influence upon

their thought and its development, however, we must also take into
account the earlier years, which were for most of them the time of
their maturation.
Thus we shall consider the period in two divisions.

The first,

which encompasses the years 1832-1870, from the Great Reform Bill to
the Franco-Prussian War, has been called 'an age of transitfon.• 1

The

intellectuals .of the period saw themselves living in a time when English instituti.ons and doctrines were undergoing a change, not from
the Romantic period, or even the 18th century, but from the Middle
Ages to the Modern Era. 2
the middle 1920s.

The second division extends from 1870 to

For reasons we shall mention later the Franco-

Prussian war ushered in a rrew epoch in English history, one which saw
the Constitution fully developed in its modern form and English society
finally democraticized. 3
1830-1870
From 1830 until 1837 William IV was King of England.

After him

1Walter E. Houghton, The Victorian Frame of Mind (New Haven &
London: Yale University Press, 1971), p. 1.
2 Ibid., pp. 1-4.

3R. C. K. Ensor, England 1870-1914, Vol. XIV of The Oxford
History of England, p. 1. .
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an eighteen year old girl, his niece Victoria, ascended to the throne
and reigned for the remainder of the century.
ment was not, however, in their hands:

The power of govern-

it had resided for a century

and a half in Parliament and its leaders.

The period from 1830 to

1870 was marked by two important factors:

first, freedom from serious

military conflicts on the continent and from rebellion at home; and
second, the lack of political parties with strong lines of distinction
or definite policies and principles.

Parliamentary leaders, Sir

Robert Peel, Lord John Russell, Lord Palmerston, Lord Derby, Lord
Shaftsbury, and others, resorted to coalitions and party switching in
order to implement policies they supported.

Only after 1868 with the

emergence of Gladstone and Disraeli did party lines again become
firmly established.
Industry and trade continued to expand at a fast tempo, propelled by the introduction of new machines and improved ways of transportation~

macadam roads, railways, canals, and steamships.

The

repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846, under the sponsorship of Sir Robert
Peel, established the policy of laissez faire advocated by Adam Smith
in Enquiry into the Wealth of Nations (1776)0

Under this principle the

manufacturer bought his materials as cheaply as possible and sold his
product for the highest price he could secure.

He excused himself for

paying his workers only a minimum wage on the ground that it was his
function to produce goods at the lowest possible cost in order to make
them available to the greatest number of people.

The problems created

by increased industrialization caused considerable agitation for
governmental and social refonns.

..
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Much of the reform legislation of the period has been credited
to the influence of Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), whose utilitarian
principle of the 'greatest good for the greatest number' appealed to
pragmatic Englishmen and became the tenet of the Liberal Party.

Among

important legislative acts credited to his influence are the Great
Reform Act of 1832; Acts extending freedom of trade; those granting
greater religious and personal liberties; the Poor Act of 1834; and
the Education Act of 1870. 4
Probably the most far-reaching in its effect was the Great
Reform Act of 1832, which broadened the franchise considerably by
giving the vote to the middle classes, chiefly to
ers, and other business classes.

manufacturers~

bank-

The bill was first opposed, but

finally supported by the Lordst when it became clear it would be
passed regardless of their opposition.

The result of this legislation

was a shift in parliamentary power from the aristocracy to the middle
class.
It was not a democratic measure, and its authors did not
appeal to democratic sentiments. Its purpose was to enfranchise property and intelligence, to enfranchise not the
greatest number but those whose political power was most
likely to promote the greatest happiness of the greatest
number.5

In 1867 a second Reform Bill was enacted which enfranchised the urban
factory worker.

This important measure doubled the electorate and

established acceptance of the principle of democracy, though the
4n. C. Somervell, En~lish TI10ught in the Nineteenth Century
(London: Methuen & Co., 195 7), pp. 79ff. Bentham and his followers
were known as the Utilitarians
Philosophic Radicals.

or

5 Ibid., p. 80.
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agricultural laborer was still without electoral power.
Although Bentham's philosophy was an influence on the reform
legislation of the period it was not the most important factor involved.
Primarily the causes of reform were economic.

The wealth and prestige

of the middle classes gave them the power necessary to force recognition of their interests.

For the most part their strong advocacy of

reform coincided with those interests:

franchise reform, which gave

them control of Parliament; repeal of the Corn Laws, which gave them
control of world markets; and religious reform which, since most of
them were Nonconformists, gave them greater religious freedom and
equality.
At the other end of the scale the economic condition of the
poor

stimula~ed ~eform

movements:

their poverty and their dissatis-

faction had to be assuaged in order to avoid serious rebellion and
the threat of revolution.

Although movements such as Chartism, which

demanded the franchise for -the working man, were not successful in ·
gaining their specific goals, they brought to public attention both
the plight of the poor and their capacity for disrupting orderly
government and society.

Doctrines as diverse as those of Robert Owen

and Feargus O'Connor posed the threat of socialism and anarchy; the
middle and upper classes recognized the necessity of compromise.

The Reform Bill of 1867, the Factory Reform Acts, the Education Act
of 1870 were all passed partially under pressure from the lower

economic strata.
5 Ibid., p. 80.
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A third factor which had a strong influence upon the reform
movement was the work of the Evangelical philanthropists.

These men

came from all classes and had in common religious ardour and great
secular passion for social reform •
••• during the nineteenth century Evangelical religion was
the moral cement of English society. It was the influence
of the Evangelicals which invested the British aristocracy
with an almost Stoic dignity, restrained the plutocrats newly
risen from the masses from vulgar osten.tation and debauchery,
and placed over the proletariat a select body of workmen
enamoured of virtue and capable of self-restraint. 6
William Wilberforce, prominent in the anti-slavery movement, and Lord
Shaftsbury, the man primarily responsible for the factory acts, are
outstanding examples of evangelical reformers.
The number of Nonconfonnists in England increased enormously
during this time, particularly Methodists 9 who were strongly evangelical in their beliefs and narrowly puritanical in their social attitudes.

Within the Church of England a group known as the Evangelicals.

shared many of the religious and social codes of the Nonconformists,
as well as their disposition for reform.

A counter-movement within

the Anglican Church was the Oxford Movement, led by John Henry Newman
among others.

These men feared the nonconformist attitudes developing

within the church would destroy it; they sought a return to strict
ritual, stressed the doctrine of the apostolic succession, and advocated greater spiritual dedication of the clergy.

Their thinking was

close to Roman Catholicism, and some of them, including Newman,
6 E. Halevy~ A History of The Engli.sh People in the Nineteenth
Century trans. E. I. Watkin and D. A. Barker (6 vols.~ 2nd ed.; London:
Ernest Benn, 1950), Vol. III, pp. 163-64.
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eventually became Catholics.
In spite of the religious fervor of the period it was one of
intellectual and religious doubt.

John Stuart Mill (1806-1873)

expressed Victorian doubt in this way:
Scarcely any one, in the more educated classes, seems to have
any opinions, or to place any real faith in those which he
professes to have ••• Those who should be the guides of the
rest, see too n1any sides to every question. They hear so
much said, or find that so much can be said, about every1
thing, that they feel no assurance of the truth of anything.
Before l.859 the Victorians were unsure not so much of the existence
of 'truth' as of the best way to discover it.

After the publication

of Charles Darwin's The Origin of the Species in 1859 the problem
became more complex.

How could the authority of scripture be re·con-

ciled with the new scientific theory of man's creation?

Men began

to question the existence of God and the idea of progress toward an
established goal; they began to wonder if 'truth' in any field could
ever be more than a relative concept.
By the end of this 'age of transition' two clearly defined
characteristics have appeared:

the existence of a bourgeois indus-

trial society, and an increasing doubt about the nature of man,
society, and the universe. 8
1870-1920
When the guns of the Franco-Prussian war first thundered in
earnest on 4 August 1870 a new epoch began, although Europe
at the time did not know it. At midnight of the same day just

1J. S. Mill, Letters,·no. 2, quoted in Goughton, p. 1.3.
8Houghton, p. 22.
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forty-four years later the sands of Great Britain's ultimatum
to Germany ran out; and with them the epoch ended.9
On the international

sc~ne

the Franco-Prussian war transferred

from France to Germany ascendancy over Europe and triggered events
leading eventually to the First World War.
was important internally:

For England the period

(1) it witnessed the conversion of the

English government into a democracy; (2) itsaw

the spread of the

educational system into one which included all the people; (3) it
marked the demise of the English agricultural system; (4) during this
period the English manufacturing industry was first challenged by
outside competition; and finally, .(5) the concept of Empire underwent
drastic changes, and the foundations of the British Commonwealth of
Nations were laid.lo
Queen

~ictoria

ruled until 1901; she was succeeded by her play-

boy son, Edward VII, who proved to be an able and popular monarch.
In 1910 George V took his father's place; he was grave, conventional,
conscientious, somewhat unsocial and anti-intellectual--a good deal
more like his grandmother than his father.11

Disraeli and Gladstone

were the great statesmen of the period, and their personal duel attracted
the kirid of attention top sporting events do today.

Disraeli revived

the shattered Tory Party and was close to the Queen; Gladstone founded
the Liberal Party and was a staunch supporter of Irish Home· Rule-the
9

Ensor, p. xix.

lOibid., pp. xix-xx
.
i.i .

lln. H. Willson, A History of England (New York!
and Winston, 1967), Pe 742.

Holt, Rinehart
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issue which led finally to the Party's destruction.

They were almost

evenly matched:
[In his prime Gladstone] displayed all-round parliamentary
powers, which it is difficult to believe can ever have been
quite equalled, and which in one situation after another
simply astounded friend and foe alike. It is not the least
part of Disraeli's credit that in presence of such a human
tornado he never lost his footing or his n erve, but ••• was
always able to maintain a fighting front. 1 2
There were other leaders of note during the period:

Lord Salisbury,

Arthur J. Balfour, David Lloyd George, Stanley Baldwin, James Ramsey
MacDonald.

The orderly process of government continued and, under the

policy of 'gradualism' already begun, changes were made without
disrupting the continuity of political institutions.

By the early

20th century, with the reform of the House of Lords and the rise of
the Labor Party, Victorian liberalism had given way to liberal
socialism.
The utilitarian principle of Bentham which, in the earlier period had been interpreted to support individualism and laissez faire,
was now used as a philosophical basis for state intervention.

Indi-

vidual efforts had £ailed to relieve the vast economic and social
differences in industrial England, and an increasing number of people
advocated collectivistic and socialistic practices as the only way to
bring about equality and reform.

The term 'collectivism' has been

generally subsumed under 'socialism'; the latter, however, may be
defined as a complete system of political and economic thought, and

12 Ensor, p. 2.
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the former as group efforts to obtain legislation within the older
system. 13
Collectivist legislation of this period included the Factory
Act of 1878, the Workmen's Compensation Acts of 1880 and 1897, enacted
under the sponsorship of Joseph Chamberlain, the Old Age Pension Act
of 1908, and Lloyd George's Insurance Act of 1911.

These acts, all

in the interest of the workingman, extended "the sphere of public
control at the expense of the old freedom of individual enterprise." 1 4
Collectivism had the long range effect of spreading what was really
socialistic control over many areas without alarming.the practical
man who opposed socialism in theory, but saw the necessity for many
of the measures listed above.
The early socialist movements which began with Thomas Spence
and Robert Owen had died out.

The depressed economic conditions in

England during the decade 1875-1885 furnished fertile soil for the
movement's revival.

The new socialism was, however, of foreign origin;

it received its philosophical basis from Henry George's Progress and
Poverty, and from the writings of Karl Marx.

In 1881 H. M. Hyndman,

a disciple of Marx, . founded the Social Democratic Fe.deration which
advocated a revolutionary type of socialism.
not attracted to this doctrine:

The English people were

they wanted reform but not revolution.

In 1883 the Fabian Society was founded and had as one of its basic.

14 Ibid., p. 20 0 •
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beliefs, 'the inevitability of gradualism.'

"Socialism would come by

installments, through the instrumentality of guileless Liberals and
Conservatives."

15

Some of the well known leaders of the Society

were Beatrice and Sydney Webb, Sydney Oliver, Annie Besant, and
Bernard Shaw.

Their program was outlined in Fabian Essays in Social-

ism (1889) and proposed as its primary reform the gradual nationalization of land.
The Dock Strike of 1889 marked the beginning of British socialism as it has later developed.

Among the strike's effects were the

democratization of trade unionism·and the diversion of socialism from
radical idealism to practical efforts to influence government and
legislation.

In 1899 the Trade Union Congress supported a plan to

finance the Labor Party for parliamentary purposes.

A Labor Represen-

tation Committee was established, which included representatives of
the Trade Union Congress, the Independent Labor Party, the Fabian
Society, and the Social Democratic Federation.

In effect this action

established the Labor Party, with Ramsay MacDonald as its first
secretary. 16
The rise of socialism was accompanied by a renewed policy of
imperialism.

It had been the belief of many Englishmen, following the

repeal of the COI'n; Laws, that the colonies had become an unnecessary
burden and should be gotten rid of completely; Richard Cobden and
15rbid., p. 209.
16 Ibid., pp. 211-12.
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John Bright were articulate spokesmen for this attitude.

When it

became apparent, however, that free trade was not going to be adopted
by all other nations, that militarism was not a thing of the past,

and that to compete on the international scene England would have to
draw her colonies closer rather than let them go, a new school of
thought arose advocating imperialism.

This policy was clearly enun-

ciated by Disraeli in 1872; Rudyard Kipling made of it a moral duty-the 'white man's burden'; its result was British expansion into the
Far East and Africa.

The Boer War, however, showed that imperialism

was not fully supported at home and that it could provoke hostile
reactions abroad resulting in diplomatic isolation.

In the meantime,

as an outcome of the Durham report made to Parliament in 1839, three
colonies, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, became self-governing
between the years 1867 and 1907.

This proved to be the beginning

of

a pattern which eventually led to the formation of the Commonwealth
17
.
·
o f Nations
an d t h e a b an donment o f t h e concept o f Empire.
Growth continued in the field of education.

The Education Act

of 1870 had made it possible for every English child to receive
elementary schooling.

Technical education and expanded university

services were provided by 1900e

Secondary schools supported by public

funds were created from the existing smaller 'grammar schools' by an
Act of 1902; these were administered by local authorities in the
same manner as the elementary schools.

By 1914 a group of new, first-

rate universities were spread over England, and London had developed
17H. J. Schultz, History of England (2nd ed.; New York:

& Noble, 1971), pp. 268ff.

Barnes
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greatly as an educational center.

Ruskin College, established at

Oxford in 1899 to train leaders for the working-class movements, was
moved to London in 1908, where it was to be fully supported by unions
in order to provide "independent working-class education on Marxian
lines." 18
TI1e latter part of the century saw an increase in religious
toleration and a decrease in church membership, with a greater loss
in the Church of England than among the nonconformist sects.

Most of

the people still adhered to the strict moral code of the earlier era
in spite of the undermining of its religious base.

The upper classes

were both more religious in outward appearance and more moralistic in
their conduct than the working classes; in this there was no great
change fr.ottl the earlier period.
declined:

With Victoria's death evangelicalism

the life style of the new king set an example of laxity

in religious observance and moral attitudes; many of the 'blue laws'
were repealed; and new standards of conduct became acceptable.
The conflict between religion and science continued, but after

1870 science gained the upper hand and by the end of the century was
clearly the victor.

There was, however, little joy in the victory.

The pessimism of the day was reflected in the writings of men like
Arthur Balfour.
Man, so far as natural science by itself is able to teach, is
no longer the final cause of the universe, the Heaven-descended
heir of all the ages. His very existence is an accident, his
story a brief and transitory episode in the life of one of
the meanest of the planets ••• Nor will anything that~ be better
18Ensor, pp. 146-152, 316-22, 536-40.
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or be worse for all that the labour, genius, devotion and
suffering of man have striven through countless ages to
effect.19
For all practical purposes the war which began in 1914 brought
a hiatus in political and social movements.

Activity of a political

nature which was unnecessary to the war effort virtually ceased until
after the Armistice of November 1918.

Then the changes which had

begWl before the war continued at a more rapid tempo, and a whole set
of new policies and theories emerged.
This brief sunmary of politics

an~

has revealed certain predominant themes:

ideas in the 19th century
industrialism, Benthamism,

Evangelicalism, Darwinism, scepticism, democracy, socialism, and
imperialism.

Indirectly these doctrines must have affected the lives

of our historians in many ways.

Specific influence, if :lt

existed~

however, can be detected only by a closer examination of their lives.

II.

SOCIETY AND EDUCATION

Frederic Seebohm
See~ohm,

as we have seen, 20 was born into a middle class family

of modest means and strong evangelical beliefs.

His education was

limited; primarily because of lack of money he did not attend a
University; and though he read briefly for the bar he was apparently
never admitted to practice.

When he married wealthy Mary Ann Exton

the pattern of his life was set--he settled in Hitchin where her
19A. Balfour, The Foundations of Belief, p. 29, quoted in
Sommervell, p. 223.
20supra, Pp. 39-41.
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family lived and entered her father's business.
Three factors appear to have been of primary significance in
Seebohm's life.

Perhaps the most important of these was his religion,

for he was a devout Quaker with deep religious convictions.

In England

in the 19th century the Quakers were isolated to a considerable extent
by their beliefs, a fact which led to intermarriage and to the development of a strong clan feeling.

These people formed a tightly knit

group; they were chiefly prosperous bankers and merchants, "with
enclaves in all the principal cities

a~d

particular strongholds in

Norfolk, Hertfordshire, Yorkshire· and the West country. 1121
The Quakers adhered to their own strict doctrines and developed
political and social traditions which were followed with some uni.formity throughout the centuryo
English politics in the nineteenth century were ••• as much a
matter of denomination as of class. Political and sociai
divisions remained very largely religious. The leading
Conservatives in each town were generally the keenest churchmen. ·Their.most active Liberal opponents were usually dissenters or anti-clericals. The Seebohms certainly fitted into
this pattern.22

A Quaker tradition, which was shared to some extent by all evangelical
faiths, was "the sense of duty and social responsibility which implies
that one is on earth to improve the lot of others." 23

Thus we find

Seebohm involved in the connnunity activities and ''causes' of his day:
a member of the Hitchin Radical Association, an active Liberal in local
2lc1endinning, p. 10.
22~., p. 40.

23Ibid., p. 10.
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politics, a thwarted Parliamentary candidate.

A second influential factor in Seebohm's life was the economic
one.

During his early life he lacked money; this lack prevented his

obtaining the kind of education he might otherwise have had; but more
important, it gave him an awareness of the problems of the lower
classes and a sympathy for their difficulties.

As a boy he had been

impressed by the struggles of handloom weavers in West Riding against
the encroachment of industrial machinery upon their lives.

From that

time he maintained an interest in the e9onomic conditions of the
common Englishman.

When, with his marriage he acquired considerable

wealth, it proved to be a mixed blessing. 24

It gave his father-in-

law the ability to direct his life, and thus to put an end to his
~t

political ambitions; while

the sarne time his wife's money r.iade it

possible for him to pursue his academic interests as a serious and
time-consuming avocation. 25
Finally, Seebohm's lack of formal education was a determinative
factor.

Had he been able to attend a university he might well have

stayed in the academic world; his personality and his brilliant mind
suited him to that life.

His lack of academic training was a handicap

to his historical studies, and the fact that he was able to produce
24Apparently.the Extons had little confidence in Seebohm's
business acumen. He remained a junior associate at his father-inlaw' s bank all his life and when his widowed mother-in-law died she
left all of her considerable properties to her daughter, "for her
own separate use, free from the control of the said Frederic Seebohm."
Glendinning, pp. 2-3.
25seebohm spent fifteen years of intense research before completing The English Village Communitx_. Thompson, p. 386.
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works which attained recognition among scholars is a credit to his
high intelligence and his remarkable persistence.

Vinogradoff, in

his obituary notice honoring Seebohm, pointed out that he had the

On the one hand he used

merits and defects of the self-taught man.

an inventive, unorthodox approach, and on the other he failed to give
attention to contemporary work in the field.

He was like "a brilliant

chess-player, always intent upon the attack, but sometimes failing to
guard his position against the adversary. 026
Paul Vinogradof f
Vinogradoff spent his youth and much of his adult life in Russia.
These were undoubtedly the years most influential in the development
of his character and his thought.
an agricultural .country..

At mid-century Russia was primarily

TI-1ree-quarter~

cf its total populuticn of

about sixty million were peasants of three types:

state serfs living

on state lands; landowners' serfs living on lands belonging to the
hereditary nobility; and a ~omparatively small number of free peasants
owning their own few acres or tiny plot.

The landholding class con-

sisted of around 250,000 nobles, many of whom owned only a few serfs,

while a small number had great estates with hundreds of serfs.
The government rested on a three-fold base of Crown, nobles,
and serfs, and was administered by an incompetent, corrupt, Crownappointed bureaucracy.

Its most oppressive branch was the police,

26 vinogradoff, "Obituary:
Vol. I, pp. 262-76.

Frederic Seebohm," Collected Papers,
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whose duty it was not only to enforce the law but to scrutinize
minutely all political activity.

An educated professional class fonned

the nucleus of the intelligentsia.

These people were aware of the

difference in Russia's development and that of Western Europe; the
majority were opposed to the regime, though they were not necessarily
sympathetic to revolutionary ideas.
The intelligentsia were divided into two main groups:
Westernizers and the Slavophils.

the

The latter believed Russia's problems

could be solved only through the development of her own unique culture;
by adhering to the old orthodox faith; and by tightening the· sense of
conmunity between the people themselves and between the people and
the Tsar.

They rejected the rationalism and individualism of Europe

wh:teh :ln their

e~es

had proved to he dissolving and disintegrating

forces; technological and cultural advances in the West had only
brought additional burdens.

The Slavophils advocated governmental

reform by means of a revival of the Zemskii Sobor, the consultative·
assemblies of the people which had been used in the 16th and 17th
centuries.
The Westernizers, on the other hand, held that Russia so far
had done little to advance human thought and culture; and that before
any real step forward could be taken westernization of the society
and the economy was necessary.

Some of this group believed reforms

could be carried out within the framework of the present governmental
structure, leading eventually to a constitutional monarchy.
advocated a complete overthrow

of

Others

the autocratic regime as the only
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means of alleviating the miseries of the people.

27

The last half of the 19th century were years of both reform
and autocracy.

The great reforms of the 1860s and 1870s, instituted

during the reign of Alexander II, were far reaching, but they failed
to revolutionize Russian society.

The serfs were emancipated in

February, 1861, but continued state control and supervision, financial
burdens, and communal regulation of peasant affairs made the life of
the peasant appear very much as it was before the emancipation.

The

Zemstro Statute of January, 1864, was an important step toward the
establishment of democratic local self-government, but the gentry
still remained in control and were themselves never entirely free of
pressure from the· central government.

The judicial reforms of 1864

constituted important gains for the people, but when lawyers attempted
to use the new codes in defense of individuals against the government,
conservative officials demanded revisions.

Reorganization of the

military system and relaxation of the censorship rules were reforms
of some lasting significance.
Reforms in the educational system were desperately needed.
Following emancipation the zemstros and municipal dumas were allowed
to establish elementary schools which admitted peasant children.
Conservative bureaucrats, however, feared the influence of education
among the lower classes and took measures to control the schools.

As

270n social classes in Russia during this period see: H. SetonWatson, The Decl.ine of Imperial Russia, 1855-1914 (New York: Frederick
A. Praeger, 1965), pp. 5-24.
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early as 1864 secondary education became democratic in theory, although
tuition fees served as a continuing discriminatory device.
university level, also, there was reform:

At the

faculties, libraries, and

facilities were improved and new schools were opened.

TI1e universities

were, however, subject to governmental supervision; qualified and
gifted scholars whose views did not agree with those of the government
failed to gain university posts or were dismissed from those they held.
After the assassi.nation of Alexander II in 1881, educational
policies became even more conservative, as the feeling grew among
bureaucrats that the rise of liberal and revolutionary ideas was due
to the teachings of the zemstro schools and to the doctrines of .radical
scholars.

At all ·levels of education there was a return to the princi-

ples of Nicholas. I's reign:

church schools re.placed zemstro schools

at the elementary level; attempts were made to restrict the gymnasiums
and universities to the gentry; more rigid criteri.a were imposed in
tthe selection of faculty.

fhe result was a decline in both the quality

and quantity of education at a time when Russia greatly needed a
literate population, as well as scholars and scientists, to bring
about internal stability and to maintain a place in world affairs.
During this period the revolutionary movements, which had begun
earlier in the century with groups like the Decembrists in the 1820s
and those centering around Herzen and Belinsky in the 1830s, continued
to develop.

The Populist movement, said to have its roots in Herzen's

doctrines, gained momentum with the work of Bakunin and especially
Chernyshevsky.

This group endorsed a socialism, based on the tenets

of Proudhon, Saint-Simon, Fourier, and other French socialists, which
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upheld democratic ideals and emphasized the struggle between social
and economic classes as the determining factor in politics.

They

rejected rigid Marxist determinism, however, and insisted that the
individual and human freedom were basic elements in society and history.

In the latter part of the century, leaders in the movement such

as Mikhailovsky contended that increasing capitalism could be blamed
for the poverty of the lower classes.

They proposed to improve

agricultural conditions and to transform industry from its capitalist
form to a socialist structure by means of the peasant commune.
Opposing the Populists were the 'legal Marxists' who held that
it was necessary for Russia to go through a period of capitalism, as

had other European nations, before the socialist state could be

achieved.

Eventually this group split into two camps:

the 'econo-

mists', whose doctrines were set forth by Struve and Tugan-Baranovski,
advocated cooperation between the existing government and the lower
classes in.order· to achieve the desired changes; the Marxists, supported by men like Plakanov and Lenin, believed a rigid separation of
the classes should be maintained in the struggle of the workers and
peasants to bring about change in the structure of the society.

Be-

cause censorship prevented any statement of political aims the debate
among these groups was maintained on a philosophical level; they were
all in effect revolutionary movements, whose goal was destruction of

the autocratic state. 2 8
28

On Russia during this period, for a general history see: E. c.
Thaden, Russia since 1801 (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1971); on the
rise of the revolutionary moverr~nts see: F. Venturi, Roots of Revolution
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1960).
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It was into this Russia of change and turmoil that Vinogradoff
was born in 1854.

Stability was provided, however, by his middle

class family--conservative in politics and orthodox in religion. 29
His father, in his position as a director of schools at Moscow, apparently received an income large enough to provide for his big family
and at the same time help his son secure the finest education Russia
had to offer.

Vinogradoff took full advantage·of his opportunities,

winning honors and an international reputation for high scholarship.
He not only had a brilliant mind, he

wa~

a first class musician, a

linguist without peer, and a superb athlete.

The greatest influence

upon his early life was his mother; it was she who pleaded for an
academic rather than a military career for him; and from the year of

his father's death in 1885 until his marriage in 1897, 2t the a.ge of
forty-three, they were very close.
Vinogradoff's studies had given him a deep interest in history,
and a great· reprect for law--both as a tool of order and justice and
as historical source material; his work with Brunner and Schroder in
Germ.any imbued him with a Germanist point of view on many basic
questions.JO

Historical thought, he believed, was primarily 'snythetic'

in character:
29 supra, pp. 51-57.
30 rn 1902, Vinogradoff collaborated with Brunner and Schroder
in an article attacking Wittich who had questioned the thesis of the
freeman in early medieval Europe. Stephenson, p. 272, fn. 34. Supra,
pp. 15-16.
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••• so far as it [history] deals with social realities it
has to treat of complex states and complex processes, and
its main object is to estimate and reflect the peculiar
concentration of various elements in the shape of individuals,
nations, events. In any case it must pave the way for such
estimates by a careful examination of evidence. And as for the
final reconstruction, it will depend both on reflective comparison and deduction, and on artistic intuition.31
For this reason he found Marx's interpretation of historical development unacceptable.

According to Vinogradoff, Marx's theory was:

an attempt to unite economic analysis and the concrete process
of history into one comprehensive scheme, which, once recognized, cannot remain a mere piece of learning, but ought to
serve as a direction and an incitement to practical action.32

The strength of this theory is that by considering "the life of
humanity" from only one point of view "a strong light [is thrown] on
the importance and influence of the economic factor in the process of
evolution."

Its weakness is that by treating all other factors,

political, religious, artistic, scientific, philosophical, as mere
adjuncts to the economic one, "Marxists expose themselves to the
certainty of miscalculation and misinterpretation."33
The synthetic view of history, in Vinogradoff's opinion, gave
history a unique value in combination with other studies.
useful was the combination of law and history.

Particularly

He agreed with the

tenets of the 'historical school of law,' which held that law evolved
from custom and tradition, and that even statutory law reflected this

31
London:

P. Vinogradoff, Outlines of Historical Jurisprudence (2
Oxford University Press, 1920), Vol. I, pp. 73-74.

32~., p. 80.

331b1d., pp. so-s1.

vols.~
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evolutionary process.

. is school rejected the concept of law as a
Th

body of 'a pri.ori' rules imposed from above by a sovereign or other
ruling body, and represented a reaction against natural law doctrines.

34

Under the view of the historical school, law and history were mutually
dependent and neither could be successfully interpreted without consideration of the other. 35
Thus Vinogradoff found that a 'dangerous miscalculation' of the
Marxian doctrine, both from a scientific and from a practical point
of view, was "the destruction of the domain of law" under the pretext
that it is merely "a reflelC manifestation of the preponderance of one
or the other economic class." 36

For example, the institution of

slavery was not simply the result of economic factors, but of "a
combination of economic exploitation with moral and political views
which had a development of their own and crystallized in a definite
body of law."

37

The abolition of slavery could be attributed to a

similar combination of factors, leadi.ng to a change in the legal rules
of conduct.

In a like manner the upper classes, motivated by religious

and moral purposes, have sometimes acted against their own economic
interests in initiating and supporting reform legislation for the
benefit of other groups.

34 supra, pp. 11, 29; Vinogradoff, Historical Jurisprudence,
pp. 128ff.
35"Law is frozen history. In an elementary sense everything we
study when we study law is the report of an event in history, and all
history consists of such reports and records." c. J. Friedrich, The
Philosophy of Law in Historical Perspective (Chicago; University of
Chicago Press, 1963), p. 233.
36vinogradof£, Historical Jurisprudence, p. 81
37rbid.
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In his concept of the state Vinogradof f rejected the theories
of both Rousseau and Locke.
As for the doctrine of a 'general will,' it has been the

stumblin~-block of political theories which have attempted
to work ~ut the notion of the State as a subject of right
too closely on the pattern of moral personality. The same
may be said of the notion of 'natural rights' as the basis
of political combination.38

He was more inclined to agree with Bentham's statement that "right is
the creature of law."

The works of Sidney and Beatrice Webb illustrate,

he held, the necessity of close interdependence between the political
and social organization of a nation.

Without necessarily endorsing

their advocacy of the socialist state he approved the practical aspects of their doctrine as opposed to the "Utopian dreams of Stateless
mankind" advanced by the Marxists.39
These Yiews reveal clearly Vinogradoff' s posit:l.on as a 'liberal'
by either 19th century Russian standards or late Victorian England
classifications.
~1oscow

During his years as a student at the University of

he had moved away from the orthodox conservatism of his family.

However, he never became a radical or a revolutionary as did many of
his fellow professors; instead he found the ideal form of government
in the English constitutional monarchy and he endorsed England's policy
of gradual change and reform.

He was aware of the basic difference

in the attitude of the two countries toward reform--the unyielding
position of the Russian aristocracy in relation to the peasants and
workers, the willingness of the English upper and middle classes to
38rbid., pp. 90-91

391bid., p. 96.
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compromise.

The educational system was, he believed, one of the chief

reasons for Russia's failure to catch up with the western nations.

In

order to break with tradition and institute a process of change along
democratic lines it was necessary to create a broadly educated middle
class and a literate peasantry.

Vinogradoff worked in many ways to

bring about educational reforms, but without success.

It was this

failure which convinced him of his inability to help solve Russia's
problems and led to his emigration to England.
There he fitted well into the group of gentry and scho:iars
with whom he was already acquainted:

his interests, his politics,

his manner of life were much the same as theirs.

Vinogradoff and

Maitland were close friends; the questions with which Vinogradoff was
concerned in Villainage and Maitland in Domesday Book and Beyond were
similar in many respects, and were the subject of conversation and
correspondence between the two men.40
English translation of

V~llainage

Vinogradoff, in discussing the

had apparently suggested to Maitland

that the interpretations of Maine, Stubbs, and Seebohm on the

qu~stion

of freedom of the early English peasant could be attributed to their
political leanings:

that Maine and Stubbs were liberals supporting

freedom and Seebohm a conservative holding out for original serfdom.
Maitland pointed out that this would be received in England as a
paradox.

4°Fifoot, p. 145; Maitland, Letters, nos. 28, 43, 49-51, 59, 62,
97, 104, 109 on Villainage; no. 164 on Domesday Book; no. 286 on
Folkland; nos. 424, 428 on Growth of the Manor.
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All that you say about Stubbs and Seebohm and Maine is, I dare
say, very true if you regard them as European, not merely
English, phenomena and attribute to them a widespread significance--and doubtless it is very well that Englishmen should
see this. Still, looking at England only and our insular ways
of thinking, I see Stubbs and Maine as two pillars of conservatism, while as to Seebohm I think that his book is ••• utterly
devoid of political importance ••• 41
Vinogradoff was also well acquainted with Seebohm, and as
Villainage and The English Village Community were in preparation at
the same time they occasionally discussed the basic question involved
in the two books--the origin and nature of the manor.
It was natural enough that Frederic Seebohm should be one of
his friends--he and Vinogradoff were working, almost literally,
in the same field. Vinogradoff caif1e down to Hitchin several
times to talk to Frederic. The two would pace up and down,
up and down, their hands behind their backs, in their garden
just outside the drawing-room window--discussing the usual
subject.42

It is, of course, impossible to say to what extent Vinogradoff's
conclusions were affected by the opinions of either Maitland or Seebohm;
but we do know that he was caught up in the debates of the day among
English scholars on questions of medieval history, and to some extent
was both stimulated and affected by the attitudes and opinions of
these men.
Outlines of Historical Jurisprudence shows that Vinogradoff's
scholarship was broad as well as deep; although his emphasis was upon
law and history, within his grasp as well were philosophy, psychology,
sociology, and theology.

His approach to problems was objective; his

41 Fi f oot, p. 122.
42 Glendinning, pp. 41-42.
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conclusions rest on carefully evaluated evidence.

In other words,

his analyses bear all the marks of a great legal mind at work.

Ashley

has said of Villainage that it "illustrated throughout the difference
between legal analysis and historical construction."

At the same time

he credits Vinogradoff with the ability to put himself wholly into the
period he is describing--surely the mark of a great historian.
He has arrived at a knowledge of legal opinion and procedure
in those centuries [13th and 14th] which would be more than
worshipful in an Englishman and is nothing less than terrifying
in a foreigner. Could he have been borrowed from a later age
and transferred from the professor's desk at Moscow, in the
nineteenth century, to the English judicial bench in the
thirteenth, his colleagues would never have discovered that
he had not always been one of themselves.43
Perhaps it is possible that in Vinogradoff the dichotomy between· the
legal mind and the historical mind was overcome.

In attempting to sum up the influences which affected Vinogradoff's
intellectual development several points become apparento

First, his

early upbringing and education marked him with a sense of conservatism
that remained a part of his.life; second, his broad education gave
him a thorough grounding in law and history, a capacity for careful
and minute research, and a logical approach to historical problems;
third, the autocratic and unjust governments of Imperial Russia were
unacceptable to h:i.m, but his faith in the common sense of the Russian
people gave him_ the_ courage to work for educational freedom and opportunity which he felt sure would lead the way to a more democratic

government; fourth, he saw in the Russian revolutionary movements not
43Ashley, Surveys, pp.

43~44.
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liberalism or greater freedom for all men, but a threat to any just

and reasonable government; finally, in England his association with
upper-middle class intellectuals reinforced his distrust of revolution
and his innate conservatism.
Frederic Maitland
Maitland, as we have seen, came of distinguished forebears-lawyers, scholars, and civil servants. 44

Both of his parents were

dead by the time he was ten years of age and he was raised by a maiden
aunt.

His education followed the typical pattern of the upper middle

class in Victorian England.

Re attended Eton, Cambridge, and then

entered Lincoln's Inn--one of the four ancient Inns of Court where
England's barristers are trained.

Maitland's talents lay not with law.

however, but.with history.

A lawyer is concerned with the past in the form of precedents,
but the context of those precedents is of little importance to him.
The 'legal' mind has been characterized in this way:

"If ••• you can

think about a thing inextricably attached to something else, without
thinking of the thing it is attached to, then you have a legal mind."45
A historian, on the other hand, must be able to see past events in
their contemporary
greatest gifts.

In

~ontext,

and this ability was one of Maitland's

contrasting the two types of thinking he said:

44supra, pp. 67-70.

45This statement was made by Thomas Reed Powell, former law
professor at Columbia and Harvard. Quoted in F. W. Maitland, Selected
Writings, ed. R. L. Schuyler (Berkeley and Los Angelos: University
of California Press, 1960), pp. 10-11.
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That process by which old principles and old phrases are
charged with a new content, is from the lawyer's point of
view an evolution of the true intent and m.eaning of the old
law; from the historian's ,point of view it is ••• a process of
perversion and misunderstanding.46
Maitland believed that the study of law was a useful part of the legal
historian's training, but that it should not be isolated from other
studies.
Those critics who know hi.s work well consider Maitland to be
England's greatest historian. 47

The fact that so little is known of

him by the public is due chiefly to the nature of his subject.

"Law

was his guiding light;· and the legal approach to hist·ory is too
impersonal for the average reader."

48 .

Maitland was a dedicated scholar,

and except for contacts with his family and friends, most of his time
was spent in historical research, writing, and activities connected
with the University and his work.
He came naturally by his historical gifts.

His paternal grand-

father, Samuel Roffey Maitland,, left the legal profession to take holy
orders and to become Librarian to the Archbishop of Canterbury.

After

his retirement to his small estate in Gloucestershire he wrote religious
history, which Maitland_ later described as 'great.'

He appreciated the

critical way in which Samuel tested evidence and particularly admired
his historical method.

Samuel was a 'historical relativist' long

46 Maitland, "Why the History of English Law Was Not Written,"
Selected Writings, p. 137.

47 F. M. Haitland, Selected Historical

Essay~ intro. Helen.Ca-qi
(Clli"nbridge: University Press, 195 7), p. ix; Maitland~ Selected Writings, PP• 1-2; H. E. Bell, p .. 2; William Holdsworth, Some Makers of
Engl~sh Law (Cambridge:
University Press, 1966), p. 279.

48~1aitland, Selected !ssays, p. x.
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before that term was invented; he realized that institutions of the
.
49
past could be understood only when viewed in their context.
It was
this method which Maitland himself used so successfully; he had an
uncanny ability to view the history of a period as though he had witnessed it.

Leslie Stephen once remarked that he sometimes feared

"Maitland had got permanently into the wrong century."
At Cambridge Maitland came

unde~

50

the influence of Henry Sidgwick,

who inspired him to read widely in philosophy.

In the field of law he

read Stubbs' Constitutional History and found it both interesting and
persuasive.5 1

He was greatly impressed by Savigny's ·Geschichte des

Ro~ischen Rechts, and he was acquainted with the works of Brunner and

Jacob Grimm.

His interest in German jurisprudence led to his transla-

tion of the third volume of Gierke's Das deutsche Genossenschaftsrecht.

Maitland did not care for narrative history, such as that of Gardiner;
his own style of writing was analytical and explicative.
He did not read the usual histories of the period, probably
because he was so absorbed in his own specialty.

When Lord Acton,

Regius Professor of Modern History at Cambridge, undertook to direct
the writing of the Cambridge Modern History and asked Maitland to
write a chapter on "The Anglican Settlement and the Scottish
Reformation," Maitland wrote to him:

49Maitland, Selected Writings, p. 6.
50H. E. Bell, p. 11.
51

Maitland, "William Stubbs, Bishop of Oxford," English Historical Review, XVI (July, 1901), pp. 417-425.
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Though you may guess a good deal, you cannot know the depth of
my ignorance. I have hardly so much as heard that there was a
Queen Elizabeth. Until I was thirty years old and upwards I
rarely looked at a history--except histories of philosophy,
.
which don't count--and since
then I have only ' mugged up, '
as the undergraduates sa~Z one subject after another which
happened to interest me.
He did, however, write the chapter.
Perhaps to a greater extent than Vinogradoff, Maitland was
enmeshed in the ideas and scholarly disputes of the academic and
intellectual circles in which he moved; Leslie Stephen, H. A. L. Fisher,
J.

n. Round., F. M. Pollock, R. L. Poole, P. G. Vinogradoff, are names

we meet frequently in·his letters and biographies.

In addition he

corresponded with well-known legal scholars, such as M. M. Bigelow and

J. B. Ames, in the United States, where at the time there was great
interest in legal history.
several ways:

This exchange of ideas was important in

it shaped his political and religious thought, and

influenced both the choice of subject matter for his writings and his
approach to it.
lhus the interests and influences in Maitland's life were chiefly
intellectual, scholarly, and conservative.

He was not involved in

politics and conununity affairs in any meaningful way; and in religious
matters, though a member of the Church of England, he apparently was
53
an agnostic.
Because of his poor health, Maitland knew he would not
have the normal span of years in which to complete his work.

Perhaps

to compensate he worked at top speed and with unusual dedication:
5 2Fifoot, pp. 214-15.
53 Ibid., pp. 179"-81..
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There was no Indian summer to his life--only the consciousness of the mass of work to be done and of the short time
left to do it.5 4
William Ashley
Ashley, we have seen, was born to lower middle class parents,
who were poor, hard working, and puritanical in their religious beliefs.
He attended Oxford on a scholarship, and earned honors in history; his
education was completed in Germany, where he became acquainted with
the doctrines of .the historical school of economics.

As a professor

of economic history he taught in Canada, the United States, and England.
He was an innovator in making economics a practical discipline and in
establishing schools of connnerce abroad and at home.SS
In tracing the development of Ashley's thought we can find several
determinative factors.

The first was the economic insecurity of his

family which made him aware of the conditions of the laboring class
and gave him first hand knowledge of the need for reform.

His poverty

acted as a spur to his efforts to secure a fir.st class education, both
as a means of bettering his own condition and as a tool to fight for
the.improvement of the economic plight of others; it imbued him with
a distrust of theoretical economics and, in the long run, determined
the -direction his career was to take.

Thus he gave up the life of a

historical scholar to engage in the more practical task of making
economic knowledge available to the ordinary businessman.
54Eell, p. 6.

5 5supra, pp. 77-80.

For Ashley
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this seems to have been a decision based on philosophical grounds
as well as his own financial position. 56
Secondly, from the evangelical and puritanical background of his
family life "he derived not a rigid code of conduct but a lasting
conviction of ultimate good and of a purpose in the universe."

While

he accepted the Darwinian theory of evolution, that belief was combined
with faith in a final goal; evolution meant change, but change for
the better. 57

Like Seebohm, his faith included the moral directive

that his knowledge, as well as his other gifts, must be used primarily
for the benefit of others.

This

t~net

for Ashley was not a form of

sentimental humanitarianism, but one which had to be implemented by
planned action and hard work.
Outlook:

In an address entitled "The Christian

Sermons of an Economi.st," he said:

c'The union of knowledge

with an active regard for the well-being of our fellows is the most
difficult of human ideals.
Ashl~y's

058

years at Oxford were important ones in his development.

His life there reinforced his sense of disparity between the classes
in England •

••• a distinguished Oxford tutor ••• remarked that his knowledge
of the "Proletariate" was derived exclusively from the observation of .his college scout. I have sometimes thought of late
that the notions of the laboring classes entertained by the
56

Supra, pp. 79-80.

57MacDonald, pp. 22-24.
58Quoted, Ibid., p. 22.
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barristers who write for the papers are derived from their
contemplation of the laundresses in their chambers.59
Further, his studies brought him under the influence of men whose
doctrines shaped his own thought--Stubbs, whose work he knew through
his reading, Arnold Toynbee and Gustav Schmoller, under whom he studied.
Reflecting the strong influence of the historical school of economics
in Germany, he held that economic theories and institutions could be
judged only in relation to their own time; no economic theory could
prevail for an indefinite period.
Modern economic theories are ••• not universally true; they
are true neither for the past, when the conditions they
postulate did not exist, nor for the future when, unless
60
society becomes stationary' the conditi.ons will have changed.

A final factor in the development of Ashley's thought was his
belief in the importance of economic history, which became both an
integral part of his philosophical attitudes and a guide for his
activities.
I care for history and economic history in particular, because
it tells me of the life of the people ••• One is bound constantly

to generalize; to try to discover the meaning of institutions,
their growth and decay, their relation to one another. And .
thus one gets into the way of regarding the whole of human history as having a meaning, as not being purposeless, as moving
to some goal ••• Therefore, it seems to me that the work of the
Economist should be, (i) the investigation of economic history-no facts are too remote to be without significance for the
present ••• and (ii) the examination of modern industrial life
'in the piece.' We can leave to the Cambridge people hairsplitting analysis of abstract doctrine.61
59

Ashley, The Adjustment of Wages (London, 1903), pp. 10-11.

~·
60 Ashley, English Economic Histo!_Y., pp. viii-ix.
61 From a letter to his wife (1881), quoted in MacDonald, p. 25.
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These beliefs led Ashley to reject the theories of both Adam
Smith and Karl Marx as static and unrelated to specific conditions.
Classical economists, advocating the doctrine of laissez faire, were
theorizing in a vacuum; what they advocated was simply a fiction,
since real freedom of contract between employers and employees was
nonexistent.

These men never examined the effects of their doctrines

in actual operation; such an examination would prove how far their
idealized statements were from reality.
much like that made by Vinogradoff.

62

His criticism of Marx was
Marx's theory of value was

wrong, and the evolution of social and economic institutions involved
many more factors than class warfare; the practices of private

~ndustry

and the policies of government were important, and should involve
participation of all classes.

In this opinion can be seen not only Ashley's economic doctrines
but also his belief in the progress of mankind toward a more perfect
society.

The .chief moving force behind his work thus appears to be·

his consciousness of the social and economic differences between the

classes in England and his desire to minimize them.

Ashley was never

the retiring scholar, but alw?YS an active man in his church, in
politics, and in government, as well as in his own profession.

62vinogradoff's and Ashley's interpretation of Marx's doctrines
was the traditional one until 1930 when his early works were published.

Since then most Marxian scholars have held that the narrow economic
detenninist explanation is too simply to account for the many aspects
of Marx's thought.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
What was the predominant form of landholding at the beginning
of the Anglo-Saxon period in England?

Did people living together in

small communities own the land in common, sharing some of it, cultivating part of it individually?

Or was it owned by large landholders

and inhabited by a servile populace who.cultivated it for the benefit
of a lord and received for their own use only a bare subsistence?
We have examined closely the answers of four late 19th century historians to this question.
Paul

V~nogradoff

and Frederic Maitland were reasonably certain

the early English peasant was free.

Frederic Seebohm and William

Ashley contended he could only have been a serf.

We have presented

in some detail their arguments, their methods, and factors in their
background and lives which might have influenced their points of view.
What can

b~

found in all of this to explain their differences?

it is admitted that in

a~

While

analysis of this kind nothing can be stated

with certaintyt some conclusions can be offered.
Each of these men had available to him the same evidence, but
none of them used it in the same way.

To some extent they all employed

the same method of examining the evidence, that is, they "read history
backwards" and tried to construct from the more abundant evidence of
later periods what must logically have preceded i.n earlier times, for

/
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which evidence was scarce or nonexistent.

There were, however, defi-

nite differences of selection, emphasis, and interpretation.
Both Seebohm and Ashley felt it was important to establish some
continuity between the landholding arrangements of the Gennan tribes
settling England and those of the early English peoples.

Neither could

find any proof of the existence of the Mark in Germany, and the problem

of tracing the origin of field patterns turned out to be inipossible
to solve.

Vinogradof f was not concerned at all with the German Mark

or with the possible Gennan origin of English field patterns.

Maitland

believed the open field system could only have been brought by the
Teutonic invaders but did not attempt to deal with the technicalities
of the problem.
Another obvious point of difference :f.n the interpretation of

the evidence.is the emphasis Seebohm and Ashley placed on the economic
aspects of the problem, and the equal emphasis Vinogradoff and Maitland placed on its legal aspects.

This is not at all surprising in

view of the specialities of these men.

Seebohm was an untrained

historian, interested in what was "before his eyes," that is, the
renmants of the open fields, and concerned with the economic rather

than the legal aspects of the documents he examined.

Ashley, on the

other hand, spent some time carefully examining the legal records,
but he felt they were apt to confuse rather than clarify the picture
of early institutions.

As an economic historian and a man who dis-

trusted theory, he was more interested in the actual living conditions
of the peasants than their legal status.
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In contrast, both Vinogradoff and Maitland firmly believed that
the critical evidence of the history of the period were the legal
records, and that upon them depended any possible clarification of
pre-existing conditions.

Further, they both were trained in law and

in the techniques of legal analysis.

Their methods of attacking a

problem reflected this training, and this was especially true of
Vinogradoff.

They were more objective, more logical, and particularly

more analytical in their handling of materials than were Seebohm or
Ashley.

'Survivals of freedom' were easier to detect under this

method than by a general approach.
However, we cannot say that the legal evidence points only_ to
freedom and the economic evidence points only to serfdom, for none of
it is completely_ clear and all of it is subject to more than one interpretation.

We should consider the possibility, therefore, that each

historian emphasized the type of evidence most familiar to him, but
reached a conclusion which

~ight

have been his regardless of the kind

of evidence he used in his investigation.

This would indicate that

the types of evidence do not tell different stories, but that ·the
historian regarded the problem from a predetennined point of view.

In

that case we must search for possible prejudices.
In looking at the lives of Seebohm and Ashley a number of simi-

larities are apparent.

Both of them suffered some economic deprivation

in their youth, leaving them with an awareness of the very real problems
poverty presents.

Both were members of evangelical faiths which

taught duty and responsibility toward all mankind, and each engaged
in activities to promote the welfare of the working class.

Though
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certainly neither was a radical in the Marxian sense, both were more
interested in trying to change the world than in theorizing about it;
they could be loosely called 'radical liberals.'

Both apparently

were confident of man's innate goodness and tempered their acceptance
of Darwinism with the belief that evolution meant change for the
better.

Ashley's daughter has said that this belief made it impossi-

ble for him to accept the theory that the manorial system had begun
as a free village community "because he could not believe that a free
connnunity could have ever sunk into serfdom."

1

Perhaps the same could

be said of Seebohm.

In contrast to Seebohm and Ashley both Vinogradoff and Maitland
came from economically secure backgrounds, where great value was
placed on education and scholarship.

Neither was actively religious;

they were members of orthodox faiths but appear to have shared the
doubts of many late Victorian intellectuals, to whom Darwin's theory
of evolution meant the destruction of the concept of man's uniqueness
without implying that change could only be change for the better.
Neither was active in politics in England, but both were basically
'conservative liberals. '

Vinogradof f ·' s efforts in Russia had been

directed toward educational and constitutional reform, which he felt
had to precede any lasting economic improvement for the lower classes.
Vinogradof f once suggested that the answers which had been given
to the question of the status of the English peasant might have
political implications.
lMacDonald, p. 24.

He ·thought Maine and Stubbs, presenting the

ua
Germanist point of view, could be called liberals, while Seebohm,
advocating the Romanist position, was possibly a conservative.

Mait-

land pointed out to him that Maine and Stubbs were 'pillars of conservatism' and that it was hard to find political implications in Seebohm's
work. 2

In this we can find a clue to Vinogradoff's own basic position.

He did not think of himself as a conservative, yet he had a deep dis-

trust of revolutionary movements born of his experiences in Russia, and

an

abiding faith in the principle of individual freedom.

His early

training in Germany under men like Brunner had convinced him of the
primitive democracy of the early German tribes; and his admiration for
England's constitutional government, combining order with individual
freedom, equaled that of any Englishman.

It was intellectual attitudes

of this kind which had characterized the Germanists in England since
the problem of the beginnings of the common man was first debated

there.
In

s.ummar~

we can say that a previously formed intellectual bias

was the chief factor influencing the historians we have studied to
decide whether the early English peasant was a freeman or whether he
was a serf.

It was this bias which led inevitably to different con-

clusions in spite of the fact that the same evidence was available to
them all.

Other factors, contributing to a lesser.extent to the forma-

tion of opposing views, were different methods of inquiry and special
historical interests which guided both the selection of material and
its analysis.

2supra, pp. 113-14.
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Although it appears to be insoluble, the problem of original
freedom remains an important one in English history and will undoubtedly
continue to intrigue future historians as it has those of the past;
for as Ashley has said, any historical theory of the "government of
the nation" must rest "consciously or unconsciously on some view as
to the position of the body of the people." 3

3Ashley, "The English Manor," p. vii•
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